FIBRATIONS OF 8-CATEGORIES
DAVID AYALA & JOHN FRANCIS

Abstract. We construct a flagged 8-category Corr of 8-categories and bimodules among them.
We prove that Corr classifies exponentiable fibrations. This representability of exponentiable fibrations extends that established by Lurie of both coCartesian fibrations and Cartesian fibrations, as
they are classified by the 8-category of 8-categories and its opposite, respectively. We introduce
the flagged 8-subcategories LCorr and RCorr of Corr, whose morphisms are those bimodules which
are left final and right initial, respectively. We identify the notions of fibrations these flagged
8-subcategories classify, and show that these 8-categories carry universal left/right fibrations.
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Introduction
The theory of fibrations of 8-categories differs from that of fibrations of spaces in two respects.
For one, there are a host of differing notions of fibrations for 8-categories. For another, every map
of spaces can, up to homotopy, be replaced by one which is a fibration; in contrast, not every functor
is homotopy equivalent to one which is a fibration, depending which notion one uses.
The following diagram depicts a variety of notions of fibrations among 8-categories, each of
which can be thought of homotopy-invariantly.
Kan fibrations

ow

'/

left fibrations

right fibrations





coCartesian fibrations



left final fibrations

Cartesian fibrations

$,

rz

conservative exponentiable fibrations

'/

&

locally coCartesian fibrations



ow



right initial fibrations

y

exponentiable fibrations

locally Cartesian fibrations

It is known ([Lu1]) that each of the notions of fibration in the top half of the diagram have the
following properties, which are familiar from topos theory:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

They are closed under the formation of compositions.
They are closed under the formation of base change.
Base change along each is a left adjoint.
They are classified by an 8-category.

In this work we explore the notion of an exponentiable fibration, and variations thereof. We show
that exponentiable fibrations are classified by an object Corr as it is equipped with a universal
exponentiable fibration Corr Ñ Corr. We identify Corr as the Morita 8-category, of 8-categories
and bimodules among them. Phrased differently, we show that functors to this Morita 8-category
can be unstraightened as exponentiable fibrations, and every exponentiable fibration arises in this
way. This result extends the unstraightening construction concerning (co)Cartesian fibrations, and
(left)right fibrations, as established by Lurie in [Lu1]. There is then a diagram among classifying
objects and monomorphisms among them
Spaces„
x
Spaces

'
Spacesop


Cat


Catop


LCorr


CorrrSpacess
&


RCorr

 w
Corr

corresponding to the first diagram formed by of notions of fibrations.
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Remark 0.1. Our notion of an exponentiable fibration is a homotopy-invariant formulation of that
of a flat inner fibration in the quasi-category model, developed by Lurie in §B.3 of [Lu2]. The
relation of these notions follows from the equivalence of conditions (1) and (6) given in Lemma 1.10.
There is an accessible survey [BS] on various notions of fibrations in the quasi-category model for
8-categories. Proposition 4.8 of that survey, whose proof is deferred to upcoming work of Peter
Haine, is particularly consonant with our main results.
0.1. Main results. We now precisely articulate the main results of this work. To state them we
give the following definition and basic results from [AF3].
Definition 0.2 ([AF3]). A flagged 8-category is a surjective functor G Ñ C from an 8-groupoid
to an 8-category. For pG Ñ Cq a flagged 8-category, its underlying 8-groupoid is G, while its
underlying 8-category is C. The 8-category of flagged 8-categories is the full 8-subcategory of
arrows
fCAT Ă ArpCATq
consisting of the flagged 8-categories.
Theorem 0.3 ([AF3]). Evaluation at the target defines a left adjoint in a localization
fCAT ÝÑ CAT
whose right adjoint carries an 8-category C to the flagged 8-category pC„ Ñ Cq whose underlying
8-groupoid is the maximal 8-subgroupoid of C.
Theorem 0.4 ([AF3]). The restricted Yoneda functors along ∆ ãÑ Cat ãÑ fCat determine fully
faithful functors
`
˘
`
˘
fCAT ãÑ Fun Catop , SPACES
and
fCAT ãÑ Fun ∆op , SPACES ,
the latter whose image consists of those (large) presheaves on ∆ that satisfy the Segal condition,
i.e., that preserve limit diagrams in the inert subcategory ∆inrt,op Ă ∆op .
Remark 0.5. A flagged 8-category is a stack on 8-categories that satisfies descent with respect
to those colimit diagrams among 8-categories that additionally determine colimit diagrams among
their maximal 8-subcategories. (We elaborate on this in [AF3].) This slight enlargement of 8categories Cat ãÑ fCat to flagged 8-categories accommodates representability of presheaves on Cat
as flagged 8-categories which might not be representable by 8-categories. Notably, as we will see
in the present work, exponentiable fibrations are not classified by an 8-category, though they are
classified by a flagged 8-category (Main Theorem 1, below). The essential explanation for why
exponentiable fibrations are not classified by an 8-category is because not all 8-categories are
idempotent complete; see Example 1.29 for more discussion.
Remark 0.6. As formulated, the present work depends on the preceding results from [AF3]. However, the dependence is slight: if one replaces every occurrence of “flagged 8-category” with “Segal
space” (or interprets Theorem 0.4 as the definition of a flagged 8-category) then the present work
becomes independent of [AF3].
We recall the definition of an exponentiable fibration between 8-categories, an 8-categorical
generalization of a notion first developed by Giraud [Gi] and Conduché [Co].
Definition 0.7 ([AFR2]). A functor π : E Ñ K between 8-categories is an exponentiable fibration
if the pullback functor
π ˚ : Cat{K ÝÑ Cat{E
is a left adjoint. The 8-category of exponentiable fibrations over an 8-category K is the full
8-subcategory
EFibK Ă Cat{K
consisting of the exponentiable fibrations; its maximal 8-subgroupoid is EFib„
K.
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The following result articulates how exponentiable fibrations are classified by the flagged 8category of correspondences (among 8-categories). Its proof is the content of §1.
Theorem 0.8 (Main Theorem 1).
(1) There is a (large) flagged 8-category Corr with the following properties.
(a) The underlying 8-groupoid of Corr is that of (small) 8-categories. In particular, an
object is the datum of a (small) 8-category.
(b) A morphism from A to B is the datum of a pB, Aq-bimodule:
P : Aop ˆ B ÝÑ Spaces .
(c) For P a pB, Aq-bimodule, and for Q a pC, Bq-bimodule, their composition is the pC, Aqbimodule which is a coend over B:
P bQ
B

Q ˝ P : Aop ˆ C ÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces .
(2) This flagged 8-category Corr classifies exponentiable fibrations: for each 8-category K, there
is an equivalence between 8-groupoids
fCatpK, Corrq » EFib„
K
between that of functors from K to Corr and that of exponentiable fibrations over K.
(3) This flagged 8-category carries a natural symmetric monoidal structure. On objects, this
symmetric monoidal structure is given by products of 8-categories:
â
: pC, Dq ÞÑ C ˆ D ,
The next result articulates how the classification of exponentiable fibrations of Main Theorem 1
extends the classification of other notions of fibrations. Its proof is the content of §2.
Theorem 0.9 (Main Theorem 2). The representability of exponentiable fibrations stated as Theorem 0.8(2) extends the representability of Kan fibrations, left fibrations, coCartesian fibrations,
Cartesian fibrations, and right fibrations, in the following senses.
(1) There are monomorphisms among flagged 8-categories
Spaces„ ãÑ Spaces ãÑ Cat ãÑ Corr Ðâ Catop Ðâ Spacesop .
With respect to finite products of 8-categories, each of these monomorphisms lifts as symmetric monoidal monomorphisms between flagged 8-categories.
xEÑKy

(2) The images of the above monomorphisms are characterized as follows. Let F : K ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Corr be a functor from an 8-category.
(a) There is a factorization F : K 99K Cat ãÑ Corr if and only if any of the following
equivalent conditions are satisfied:
(i) E Ñ K is a locally coCartesian fibration.
(ii) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the fully faithful functor E|t ãÑ E|c1 is a right adjoint.
evs
(iii) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the Cartesian fibration Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÑ
E|s is a
right adjoint.
xyy

(iv) For each point c0 ÝÝÝÑ K, the fully faithful functor E|y ÝÑ E{y :“ E ˆ K{y is a
K

right adjoint.
(b) There is a factorization F : K 99K Catop ãÑ Corr if and only if any of the following
equivalent conditions are satisfied:
(i) E Ñ K is a locally coCartesian fibration.
(ii) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the fully faithful functor E|s ãÑ E|c1 is a left adjoint.
evt
(iii) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the coCartesian fibration Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÑ
E|t is a
left adjoint.
xxy

(iv) For each point c0 ÝÝÝÑ K, the fully faithful functor E|x ÝÑ Ex{ :“ E ˆ Kx{ is a
K

left adjoint.
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(c) There is a factorization F : K 99K Spaces ãÑ Corr if and only if any of the following
equivalent conditions are satisfied:
(i) E Ñ K is a conservative locally coCartesian fibration.
(ii) E Ñ K is a conservative coCartesian fibration.
evt
E|t is an equivalence
(iii) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the functor Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÑ
between 8-groupoids.
xyy

(iv) For each point c0 ÝÝÝÑ K, the functor E|y ÝÑ Ex{ :“ E ˆ K{y is an equivalence
K

between 8-groupoids.
(d) There is a factorization F : K 99K Spacesop ãÑ Corr if and only if any of the following
equivalent conditions are satisfied:
(i) E Ñ K is a conservative locally Cartesian fibration.
(ii) E Ñ K is a conservative Cartesian fibration.
evs
E|s is an equivalence
(iii) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the functor Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÑ
between 8-groupoids.
xxy

(iv) For each point c0 ÝÝÝÑ K, the functor E|x ÝÑ Ex{ :“ E ˆ Kx{ is an equivalence
K

between 8-groupoids.

The next result articulates a few other notions of fibrations, and offers flagged 8-categories
classifying them. In future works, we find this result useful for constructing presheaves on various
8-categories. Its proof is the content of §3.
Theorem 0.10 (Main Theorem 3). There are symmetric monoidal flagged 8-subcategories
CorrrSpacess , LCorr , RCorr Ă Corr
xEÑKy

with the following properties. Let F : K ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Corr be a functor which classifies the exponentiable
fibration E Ñ K.
(1) There is a factorization F : K 99K CorrrSpacess ãÑ Corr if and only if any of the following
equivalent conditions are satisfied:
(a) E Ñ K is conservative.
(b) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the 8-category Fun{K pc1 , Eq is an 8-groupoid.
(c) For each object x P K, the fiber E|x is an 8-groupoid.
(2) There is a factorization F : K 99K LCorr ãÑ Corr if and only if any of the following equivalent
conditions are satisfied:
(a) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the fully faithful functor E|t ãÑ E|c1 is final.
evs
(b) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the Cartesian fibration Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÑ
E|s is final.
xyy

(c) For each point c0 ÝÝÝÑ K, the fully faithful functor E|y ÝÑ E{y :“ E ˆ K{y is final.
K

(3) There is a factorization F : K 99K RCorr ãÑ Corr if and only if any of the following equivalent
conditions are satisfied:
(a) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the fully faithful functor E|s ãÑ E|c1 is initial.
evt
(b) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the coCartesian fibration Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÑ
E|t is initial.
xxy

(c) For each point c0 ÝÝÝÑ K, the fully faithful functor E|x ÝÑ Ex{ :“ E ˆ Kx{ is initial.
K

Furthermore, taking fiberwise groupoid completions of exponentiable fibrations defines morphisms
between symmetric monoidal flagged 8-categories:
B : LCorr ÝÑ Spaces

and

B : RCorr ÝÑ Spacesop .

0.2. Motivation. We make some informal comments on our motivations for this work, which is
designed to support the 8-categorical argumentation employed in our works on differential topology,
such as [AF1], [AFT1], [AFT2], [AFR1], and [AFR2]. We are often interested in constructing a
functor K Ñ Z between 8-categories, where Z is more or less fixed and K is somewhat arbitrary.
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r then divide
One strategy for doing so is to find an enlargement, specifically a monomorphism Z ãÑ Z,
r then
the problem of constructing a functor K Ñ Z as two steps: first construct a functor K Ñ Z,
r
check that it factors through Z. The problem of constructing a functor K Ñ Z becomes a practical
r is recognized as classifying certain fibrations; more precisely, a functor K Ñ Z
r is
one to solve once Z
determined by a functor E Ñ K satisfying certain properties, which can be checked. The weakest
notion of such a fibration that admits such a classification is that of an exponentiable fibration. We
demonstrate this technique for constructing a functor K Ñ Z through a simple example.
Let K be an 8-category. Constructing a presheaf
Kop ÝÑ Spaces
is often not practical in 8-category theory. This is pointedly demonstrated by the impracticality of
constructing, for each x P K, the representable presheaf:
Kp´, xq : Kop ÝÑ Spaces .
On the otherhand, it is easy to construct the right fibration
K{x ÝÑ K ,
as we now demonstrate.
f

Step 1: For each functor J Ý
Ñ K between 8-categories, declare the space of lifts
8 K{x
J


/K

f

to be the space of fillers
˚
xxy


JŹ
O

/'8 K
f

J

.

It must be checked that this defines an 8-category over K. Said another way, because the
(large) 8-category of 8-categories is presentable, it must be checked that the presheaf
`
˘op
ÝÑ Spaces ,
J ÞÑ CatJ>˚{ pJŹ , Kq ,
Cat{K
carries the opposites of colimit diagrams to limit diagrams. This check is manageable, using
that the construction of right cones is a colimit construction. (Note that the values of the
above asserted presheaf on Cat are in terms of limit and colimit constructions. The requisite
functoriality of this presheaf on Cat then follows, untimately, from suitable functoriality of
limit and colimit constructions.)
Step 2: It must be checked that the functor K{x Ñ K is a right fibration. Said another way, it
must be checked that this functor is conservative and locally Cartesian. This check is
manageable, using that each solid diagram among 8-categories
˚

/ K{x
8


JŹ


/K

admits a unique filler.
We summarize:
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To construct the functor Kp´, xq : Kop Ñ Spaces we construct a right fibration K{x Ñ K;
the latter which amounts to specifying J-points of K{x over J-points of K, more precisely a
presheaf on Cat{K , followed by a series of checks.
We see this as an adaptable technique for constructing a functor K Ñ Z whenever Z can be
recognized as classifying certain types of fibrations. This is the essential technique we use for
constructing functors between 8-categories of differential topological origin.
0.3. Questions/problems. The following technical questions and problems are suggested by this
work.
Problem 0.11. Identify the class of functors which have the left lifting property with respect to
exponentiable fibrations.
Question 0.12. Are epimorphisms among 8-categories, or are localizations among 8-categories,
closed under base change along exponentiable fibrations?
Question 0.13. What are some practical criteria for detecting (co)limit diagrams, such as pushouts
and pullbacks, in Corr?
Question 0.14. What is the native p8, 2q-categorical enhancement of the flagged 8-category Corr
of Definition 1.27?
Question 0.15. What are some p8, nq-categorical counterparts of an exponentiable fibration? (The
plural is used to accommodate various conceivable degrees of laxness.) For each such notion, is there
a comprehensible flagged p8, nq-category that classifies this notion?
The next problem makes reference to the following construction. Denote by Idem Ă Ret the
8-categories corepresenting an idempotent and a retraction, respectively. Let K be an 8-category.
Consider the full 8-subcategory Cat{idem K Ă Cat{K consisting of those functors E Ñ K that are
idempotent complete: i.e., each solid diagram among 8-categories
Idem

/7 E


Ret


/K

admits a filler (which will necessarily be unique since Idem Ñ Ret is an epimorphism). Presentability
of Cat offers a localization functor p´qpidem : Cat{K  Cat{idem K which is left adjoint to the inclusion;
we refer to the values of this left adjoint as idempotent completion of a functor.
Problem 0.16. Consider the full flagged 8-subcategory Corrω Ă Corr consisting of the idempotent
complete 8-categories. Show that this flagged 8-subcategory is in fact an 8-category. Show that
the assignment of K-points
e.fib

pE ÝÝÑ Kq ÞÑ pEpidem Ñ Kq
defines a functor Corr Ñ Corrω . Show that this functor identifies Corrω as the underlying 8-category
of the flagged 8-category Corr.
The next problem involves the relation of correspondences with spans. A first account of 8categories of spans in an 8-category is given in [Ba1] and further studied in [Ba2]. An p8, 2qcategorical account is given in [GR], and an p8, nq-categorical account is given in [Ha]. From a
span E0 Ð X Ñ E1 , one can construct a correspondence as the parametrized join E0 FX E1 Ñ r1s.
Conversely, from a correspondence E Ñ r1s, one can construct a span as the 8-category of sections
E|0 Ð ΓpE Ñ r1sq Ñ E|1 . This resulting span has the special property that functor
ΓpE Ñ r1sq ÝÑ E|0 ˆ E|1
is a bifibration; see Lemma 4.1.
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Problem 0.17. Relate Corr and SpanpCatq, the 8-category of spans of 8-categories. In particular,
taking sections Γ defines a lax functor from Corr to SpanpCatq. This laxness appears due to the
necessity of localizing in the composition rule (2) of Lemma 4.4. Show that parametrized join
defines a functor from SpanpCatq to Corr, and that this functor restricts to an equivalence between
the 8-category CorrrSpacess and the 8-category SpanpSpacesq of spans among spaces.
Question 0.18. Does 8-groupoid completion define a, possibly symmetric monoidal, functor
B : Corr Ñ CorrrSpacess between flagged 8-categories? Supposing not, is there a largest flagged
8-subcategory of Corr on which this is defined? For instance, is there a flagged 8-subcategory of
xxÑyy

Corr classifying exponentiable fibrations E Ñ K for which, for each morphism c1 ÝÝÝÝÑ K and
each morphism et Ñ e1t in the fiber 8-category E|y , the canonical functor between 8-overcategories
pE|s q{et Ñ pE|s q{e1t induces an equivalence on classifying spaces? (See the proof of Lemma 3.11.)
Question 0.19. What is the class of functors that have the left lifting property with respect to
Cartesian fibrations? What is a checkable condition on a functor between 8-categories J0 Ñ J to be
lax final, by which we mean restriction of diagrams along this functor determines an equivalence on
lax colimits? Is the condition that the functor is a right adjoint? (See §5.3 for a likewise discussion
in the case of right fibrations.)
Problem 0.20. Give a direct K-point description of a fully faithful filler among flagged 8-categories
as in this diagram:
PShv
/ PrL {lax Spaces
Cat
6
univ.Cart

(Here, PrL {lax Spaces

PShv

Corrop
.
is an 8-category for which a K-point is a diagram among 8-categories

/ Spaces

P

K

in which the vertical functor has presentable fibers and is a coCartesian fibration as well as a
Cartesian fibration, and the horizontal functor preserves colimit diagrams in each fiber over K.)
Problem 0.21. Premised on an answer to Problem 0.20, find a direct K-point description of a lift
among flagged 8-categories,
RCorrop

Corrop

PShv

/ pPrL q{ Spaces

PShv


/ PrL {lax Spaces ,

making this square a limit diagram.
0.4. Conventions.
Remark 0.22. In this work, we use the quasi-category model for 8-categories, as developed by
Joyal [Jo1] and Lurie [Lu1]. However, this choice is primarily for ease of reference. All of the
arguments herein are homotopy-invariant and so translate to any model for 8-categories. We could
just as well have used, for instance, Rezk’s complete Segal spaces [Re1].
Convention 0.23. For C ãÑ D a fully faithful functor between 8-categories, we typically do not
distinguish in notation or terminology between objects/morphisms in C and their images in D. In
particular, we regard posets, as well as ordinary categories, as 8-categories without notation or
further comment.
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Terminology 0.24. The 1-cell is the poset c1 :“ ts Ñ tu.
Convention 0.25. Unless stated otherwise, all diagrams are commutative.
Convention 0.26. For x, y P C two objects in an 8-category, then Cpx, yq is the space of morphisms
in C from x to y.
Terminology 0.27. We require the use of both small, large, and very large 8-categories in this
work. Our convention is that all-capitalization represents the very large version of an 8-category.
In particular, Cat is the 8-category whose objects are small 8-categories; CAT is the very large
8-category whose objects are 8-categories. In particular, Cat is an object of CAT. We use likewise
notatation for the 8-category Spaces and the very large 8-category SPACES.
Terminology 0.28. The fully faithful functor
Spaces ãÑ Cat
has both a left and a right adjoint. Let C be an 8-category. We denote the value of this left adjoint
on C as BC, referring to it as the classifying space (of C), or sometimes its 8-groupoid completion.
We denote the value of this right adjoint on C as C„ , referring to it as its maximal 8-subcategory.
In particular, for each 8-groupoid G, the canonical map between spaces of morphisms
»

SpacespG, C„ q ÝÝÑ CatpG, Cq
is an equivalence.
1. Correspondences
We now construct a flagged 8-category of 8-categories and correspondences among them. We
then show that this flagged 8-category classifies exponentiable fibrations.
1.1. Correspondence between two 8-categories. We define a correspondence beteen two 8categories.
Definition 1.1. A correspondence (from an 8-category Es to an 8-category Et ) is a pair of pullback
diagrams among 8-categories,
/Eo
Et
Es

tsu


ttu .

/ c1 o

The space of correspondences from Es to Et is the maximal 8-subgroupoid of
tEs u ˆ Cat{c1 ˆ tEt u .
Cat

Cat

pr

Example 1.2. Let C be an 8-category. The identity correspondence is the projection C ˆ c1 Ý
Ñ c1 .
Remark 1.3. Given a correspondence E01 Ñ t0 ă 1u from E0 to E1 , and another E12 Ñ t1 ă 2u
from E1 to E2 , taking a pushout over E1 determines an 8-category
E012 :“ E01 > E12 ÝÑ t0 ă 1u > t1 ă 2u “ r2s
E1

t1u

over r2s. Base change along t0 ă 2u Ñ r2s then determines an 8-category E02 Ñ t0 ă 2u, which
is a correspondence from E0 to E2 . This suggests that correspondences form the morphisms in an
8-category – an assertion which our main result (Theorem 0.8) states is essentially correct. This
also suggests that this 8-category is presented as a simplicial space for which a 2-simplex is an
8-category E Ñ r2s; equivalently, the datum of a pair of composable correspondences, together
with a choice of composite, is the datum of an 8-category E Ñ r2s over r2s. This, however, is not
correct. The obstruction is manifested in the non-contractibility of the collection of 8-categories
E Ñ r2s over r2s with specified restrictions over t0 ă 1u and t1 ă 2u. The key to circumnavigating
9

this obstruction is to observe that the 8-category E012 Ñ r2s over r2s is not an arbitrary 8-category
over r2s, but is in fact an exponentiable fibration over r2s. The content of the coming subsection
justifies that, indeed, there is an 8-category whose morphisms are correspondences, and which is
presented as a simplicial space for which a p-simplex is an exponentiable fibration over rps.
1.2. Exponentiable fibrations. Recall Definition 0.7 of an exponentiable fibration.
Observation 1.4. A functor E Ñ K is an exponentiable fibration if and only if its opposite
Eop Ñ Kop is an exponentiable fibration.
Example 1.5. Each functor E Ñ ˚ to the terminal 8-category is an exponentiable fibration. The
right adjoint to base change along this functor is global sections:
Γ : Cat{E ÝÑ Cat{˚ “ Cat ,

pX Ñ Eq ÞÑ Fun{E pE, Xq “: ΓpX Ñ Eq .

Example 1.6. The inclusion t0 ă 2u ãÑ r2s is not an exponentiable fibration. For instance, base
»
change along t0 ă 2u ãÑ r2s fails to preserve the colimit t0 ă 1u > t1 ă 2u Ý
Ñ r2s.
t1u

Exponentiable fibrations are precisely those for which the next definition has meaning.
π

Definition 1.7. Let E Ý
Ñ K be an exponentiable fibration. For each 8-category Z Ñ E over E, the
8-category of relative functors (over K)
`
˘
Funrel
:“ π˚ pZ Ñ Eq
K pE, Zq Ñ K
is the 8-category over K that is the value of the right adjoint to the base change functor π ˚ on
Z Ñ E.
π

Observation 1.8. Let E Ý
Ñ K be an exponentiable fibration; let Z Ñ E be an 8-category over E.
For 8-category J Ñ K over K, there is a canonical identification between 8-categories
˘
`
» Fun{E pE|J , Zq .
Fun{K J, Funrel
K pE, Zq
In particular, the global sections of the relative functor 8-category
˘
`
» Fun{E pE, Zq
Fun{K K, Funrel
K pE, Zq
is identified as the global sections of Z.
π

π1

Proposition 1.9. Let E Ý
Ñ K ÝÑ U be a composable sequence of functors between 8-categories. If
both π and π 1 are exponentiable fibrations, then the composition π 1 ˝ π is an exponentiable fibration.
»

Proof. Directly, the canonical morphism pπ 1 ˝ πq! Ý
Ñ π!1 ˝ π! between functors Cat{E Ñ Cat{U is an
˚ »
equivalence, as indicated. It follows that the canonical morphism π ˚ ˝ π 1 Ý
Ñ pπ 1 ˝ πq˚ between
˚
1˚
functors Cat{U Ñ Cat{E is an equivalence. By assumption, both π and π are left adjoints. Because
˚
the composition of left adjoints is a left adjoint, the composition π ˚ ˝ π 1 » pπ 1 ˝ πq˚ is a left adjoint,
as desired.

Here is a characterization of exponentiable fibrations, which we use both for identifying examples
and for structural results. This characterization is an 8-categorical version of the Conduché criterion ([Co], [Gi]). A quasi-categorical account of parts of which appears in Appendix B.3 of [Lu2].
This result and its proof is from [AFR2], which we include here for ease of reference.
Lemma 1.10 ([AFR2]). The following conditions on a functor π : E Ñ K between 8-categories
are equivalent.
(1) The functor π is an exponentiable fibration.
(2) The base change functor π ˚ : Cat{K Ñ Cat{E preserves colimits.
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(3) For each functor r2s Ñ K, the diagram among pullbacks
E|t1u

/ E|t1ă2u


E|t0ă1u


/ E|r2s

is a pushout among 8-categories.
te0 u>te2 u

(4) For each functor r2s Ñ K, and for each lift t0u > t2u ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ E along π, the canonical
functor from the coend
â
˝
E|t1ă2u p´, e2 q ÝÝÑ E|r2s pe0 , e2 q
E|t0ă1u pe0 , ´q
E|t1u

is an equivalence between spaces.
(5) For each functor r2s Ñ K, the canonical map between spaces
˝

colim Map{K prpsŸ Ź , Eq ÝÝÑ Map{K pt0 ă 2u, Eq

rpsP∆op

is an equivalence. Here we have identified r2s » ˚Ÿ Ź as the suspension of the terminal
8-category, and we regard each suspension rpsŸ Ź as an 8-category over ˚Ÿ Ź by declaring
the fiber over the left/right cone point to be the left/right cone point.
h
pe0 Ý
Ñ
e2 q
(6) For each functor r2s Ñ K, and for each lift t0 ă 2u ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ E along π, the 8-category of
factorizations of h through E|t1u over r2s Ñ K
BpE|t1u e0 { q

h

h

{pe0 Ý
Ñ e2 q

Ñe2 q{
» ˚ » BpE|t1u {e qpe0 Ý
2

has contractible classifying space. Here, the two 8-categories in the above expression agree
and are alternatively expressed as the fiber of the functor
evt0ă2u : Fun{K pr2s, Eq Ñ Fun{K pt0 ă 2u, Eq
over h.
Proof. By construction, the 8-category Cat is presentable, and thereafter each over 8-category
Cat{C is presentable. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows by way of the adjoint functor theorem
(Cor. 5.5.2.9 of [Lu1]), using that base-change is defined in terms of finite limits. The equivalence
of (4) and (6) follows from Quillen’s Theorem A. The equivalence of (4) and (5) follows upon
observing the map of fiber sequences among spaces
Â
/ colim Map{˚Ÿ Ź prpsŸ Ź , E|˚Ÿ Ź q ev0,2 / E|t0u ˆ E|t2u
E|t0ă1u pe0 , ´q
E|t1ă2u p´, e2 q
op
E|t1u

rpsP∆

˝


E|r2s pe0 , e2 q



“

˝

/ Map{t0ă2u pt0 ă 2u, E|t0ă2u q

ev0,2


/ E|t0u ˆ E|t2u ,

where the top sequence is indeed a fibration sequence because pullbacks are universal in the 8»
category of spaces. By construction, there is the pushout expression t0 ă 1u > t1 ă 2u Ý
Ñ r2s in
t1u

Cat; this shows (2) implies (3).
We now prove the equivalence between (3) and (5). Consider an 8-category Z under the diagram
E|t0ă1u Ð E|t1u Ñ E|t1ă2u . We must show that there is a unique functor E|r2s Ñ Z under this
diagram. To construct this functor, and show it is unique, it is enough to do so between the
complete Segal spaces these 8-categories present:
D!

Mappr‚s, E|r2s q 99K Mappr‚s, Zq
under Mappr‚s, E|t0ă1u q Ð Mappr‚s, E|t1u q Ñ Mappr‚s, E|t1ă2u q.
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f

So consider a functor rps Ý
Ñ r2s between finite non-empty linearly ordered sets. Denote the
linearly ordered subsets Ai :“ f ´1 piq Ă rps. We have the diagram among 8-categories
A1

/ A1 ‹ A2


A0 ‹ A1


/ rps

(1)

over the diagram

We obtain the solid diagram among spaces of functors
(2)
Map{t0ă1u pA0 ‹ A1 , E|t0ă1u q o
Map{t1u pA1 , E|t1u q
j

t1u

/ t1 ă 2u


t0 ă 1u


/ r2s.

/ Map{t1ă2u pA1 ‹ A2 , E|t1ă2u q
4

Map{r2s prps, Eq



D!

Mapprps, Zq



t

Map{t0ă1u pA0 ‹ A1 , Zq



o

Map{t1u pA1 , Zq


*
/ Map{t1ă2u pA1 ‹ A2 , Zq

and we wish to show there is a unique filler, as indicated.
Case that f is consecutive: In this case the left square in (1) is a pushout. It follows that the
upper and the lower flattened squares in (2) are pullbacks. And so there is indeed a unique filler
making the diagram (2) commute.
Case that f is not consecutive: In this case A1 “ H and A0 ‰ H ‰ A2 . Necessarily, there
are linearly ordered sets B0 and B2 for which B0Ź » A0 and B2Ÿ » A2 . We recognize B0Ź > t0 ă
t0u

»

2u > B2Ÿ Ý
Ñ rps as an iterated pushout. So the canonical maps among spaces to the iterated
t2u

pullbacks
Map{r2s prps, E|r2s q

»

/ MappB0Ź , E|t0u q ˆ Map{t0ă2u pt0 ă 2u, E|t0ă2u q ˆ MappB2Ÿ , E|t2u q
„
„
E|t2u

E|t0u

and
Mapprps, Zq

»

/ MappB0Ź , Zq ˆ Mappt0 ă 2u, Zq ˆ MappB2Ÿ , Zq
„
„
Z

Z

are equivalences. This reduces us to the case that rps Ñ r2s is the functor t0 ă 2u Ñ r2s. We have
the solid diagram among spaces
D!

Map{t0ă2u pt0 ă 2u, E|t0ă2u q
O

/ Mappt0 ă 2u, Zq
O
» ˝

˝

/ | Mappr‚sŸ Ź , Zq|.

| Map{r2s pr‚sŸ Ź , E|˚Ÿ Ź q|

The right vertical map is an equivalence by the Yoneda lemma for 8-categories. (Alternatively,
the domain is the classifying space of the 8-category which is the unstraightening of the indicated
functor from ∆op to spaces, and the codomain maps to this 8-category finally.) Assumption (5)
precisely gives that the left vertical map is an equivalence. The unique filler follows.
It is immediate to check that the unique fillers just constructed are functorial among finite nonempty linearly ordered sets over r2s.
It remains to show (4) implies (1). To do this we make use of the presentation Cat ãÑ PShvp∆q
as complete Segal spaces. Because limits and colimits are computed value-wise in PShvp∆q, and
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because colimits in the 8-category Spaces are universal, then colimits in PShvp∆q are universal as
well. Therefore, the base change functor
r˚
π ˚ : PShvp∆q{K ÝÑ PShvp∆q{E : π
has a right adjoint, as notated. Because the presentation Cat ãÑ PShvp∆q preserves limits, then the
π
r˚ carries complete Segal spaces over E
functor E Ý
Ñ K is exponentiable provided this right adjoint π
to complete Segal spaces over K.
r˚ A satisfies the
So let A Ñ E be a complete Segal space over E. To show the simplicial space π
Segal condition we must verifty that, for each functor rps Ñ E with p ą 0, the canonical map of
spaces of simplicial maps over E
Map{E prps, π
r˚ Aq ÝÑ Map{E pt0 ă 1u, π
r˚ Aq

ˆ

Map{E pt1u,r
π˚ Aq

Map{E pt1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu, π
r˚ Aq

r˚ , this map is an equivalence if and only if the
is an equivalence. Using the defining adjunction for π
canonical map of spaces of functors
Map{K pπ ˚ rps, Aq ÝÑ Map{K pπ ˚ t0 ă 1u, Aq

ˆ

Map{K pπ ˚ t1u,Aq

Map{K pπ ˚ t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu, Aq

is an equivalence. This is the case provided the canonical functor among pullback 8-categories from
the pushout 8-category
E|t0ă1u > E|t1ă¨¨¨ăpu ÝÑ E|rps
E|t1u

is an equivalence between 8-categories over K. (Here we used the shift in notation π ˚ K :“ E|K
for each functor K Ñ K.) This functor is clearly essentially surjective, so it remains to show this
functor is fully faithful. Let ei and ej be objects of E, each which lies over the object of rps indicated
by the subscript. We must show that the map between spaces of morphisms
`
˘
E|t0ă1u > E|t1ă¨¨¨ăpu pei , ej q ÝÑ E|rps pei , ej q
E|t1u

is an equivalence. This is directly the case whenever 1 ă i ď j ď p or 0 ď i ď j ď 1. We are
reduced to the case i “ 0 ă j. This map is identified with the map from the coend
â
˝
E|t0ă1u pe0 , ´q
E|t1ăju p´, ej q ÝÝÑ E|t0ă1ăju pe0 , ej q .
E|t1u

Condition (4) exactly gives that this map is an equivalence, as desired.
r˚ A satisfies the univalence condition. So consider a univaIt remains to verify this Segal space π
lence diagram UŹ Ñ K. We must show that the canonical map
Map{K p˚, π
r˚ Aq ÝÑ Map{K pU, π
r˚ Aq
is an equivalence of spaces of maps between simplicial spaces over K. Using the defining adjunction
r˚ , this map is an equivalence if and only if the map of spaces
for π
Map{E pE|˚ , Aq ÝÑ Map{K pE|U , Aq
is an equivalence. Because the presentation of K as a simplicial space is complete, there is a
canonical equivalence E|U » E|˚ ˆ U over U. That the above map is an equivalence follows because
the presentation of A as a simplicial space is complete.

Remark 1.11. The equivalence of (3) and (6) was shown previously by Lurie in Proposition B.3.14
of [Lu2].
We have immediate corollaries, using condition (3) of Lemma 1.10.
Corollary 1.12. Each functor E Ñ r1s to the 1-cell is an exponentiable fibration.
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Corollary 1.13. For each 0 ď i ď j ď n, the standard inclusion ti ă . . . ă ju ãÑ rns is an
exponentiable fibration.

Corollary 1.14. Each functor E Ñ G to an 8-groupoid is an exponentiable fibration.

Lemma 1.15. For E Ñ r2s an exponentiable fibration, the restriction functor
`
˘
`
˘
/ Fun{r2s t0 ă 2u, E
Fun{r2s r2s, E
is a localization.
Proof. Lemma 1.10(6) states that this diagram witnesses a localization on the fibers:
`
`
˘
»
Fun{r2s r2s, EqrW ´1 s ÝÝÑ Fun{r2s t0 ă 2u, E
` „
˘
`
„
– here, W :“ ev´1
02 E|0 ˆ E|2 Ă Fun{r2s r2s, Eq. This implies the lemma.

1.3. Classifying correspondences. We define a presheaf on Cat classifying exponentiable fibrations. Later, we will show this presheaf is representable, in a certain sense.
The following corollary of Lemma 1.10 shows that the assignment of exponentiable fibrations
defines a functor.
Corollary 1.16. Exponentiable fibrations are stable under base change. That is, given a pullback
square among 8-categories
/E
E1

K1


/ K,

in which E Ñ K is an exponentiable fibration, then E1 Ñ K1 is an exponentiable fibration.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.10(3).

Corollary 1.17. Base change defines a functor
EFib : Catop ÝÑ CAT ,

K ÞÑ EFibK .


Definition 1.18. The functor EFib„ is the composite
EFib

p´q„

EFib„ : Catop ÝÝÝÝÑ CAT ÝÝÝÝÑ SPACES ,

K ÞÑ EFib„
K ,

whose value on an 8-category K is the 8-groupoid of exponentiable fibrations over K.
Definition 1.19. For an 8-category K, the 8-category
EFibK Ă pCAT{K qK{
is the full 8-subcategory of exponentiable fibrations E Ñ K equipped with a section.
We have a further corollary:
Corollary 1.20. Base change defines functors
EFib : Catop ÝÑ CAT ,

K ÞÑ EFibK .
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„

Definition 1.21. The functor EFib is the composite
p´q„

EFib

EFib : Catop ÝÝÝÝÑ Cat ÝÝÝÝÑ SPACES ,

„

K ÞÑ EFibK ,

whose value on an 8-category K is the 8-groupoid of exponentiable fibrations over K equipped
with a section.
Note the canonical morphisms among functors from Catop :
EFib Ñ EFib

„

EFib Ñ EFib„ .

and

Observation 1.22. For E Ñ K an exponentiable fibration, the canonical square among 8-categories
Fun{K pK, Eq

/ EFibK


˚


/ EFibK

xEÑKy

is a pullback.
Proposition 1.23. For every exponentiable fibration E Ñ K, there is a canonical pullback diagram
in PShvpCatq
xEˆEEy

E

K

K

xEÑKy

/ EFib„ .

/ EFib„

Proof. It suffices to show that the canonical map E Ñ EFib|K to the pullback presheaf on Cat{K is
an equivalence. Let J Ñ K be an 8-category over K. By definition, the space of J-points of EFib|K
over this J-point of K is the space of sections Cat{J pJ, E|J q. The map in question evaluates on this
J-point of K as the map between spaces
Cat{K pJ, Eq ÝÑ Cat{J pJ, E|J q ,
which is an equivalence.

Lemma 1.24. Let p ą 0 be a positive integer. Let
E01 o

E1

/ E1p


t0 ă 1u o


t1u


/ t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu

be a diagram among 8-categories in which each square is a pullback. Consider the functor E Ñ rps
between pushouts of the horizontal diagrams.
(1) Let ei , ej P E be objects over i ď j P rps. Then the space of morphisms in E from ei to ej
abides by the following expressions.
(a) If 0 ď i ď j ď 1, the canonical map between spaces
E01 pei , ej q ÝÑ Epei , ej q
is an equivalence.
(b) If 1 ď i ď j ď p, the canonical map between spaces
E1p pei , ej q ÝÑ Epei , ej q
is an equivalence.
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(c) If 0 “ i ă 1 ă j ď p, composition defines a map from the coend
â
˝
E01 pe0 , ´q E1p p´, ej q ÝÝÑ Epe0 , ej q ,
E1

which is an equivalence between spaces.
(2) If the functor E1p Ñ t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu is an exponentiable fibration, then the functor E Ñ rps
is an exponentiable fibration.
Proof. Here is our strategy for proving statement (1). We construct a functor p∆{rps qop Ñ Spaces.
We show that this functor presents an 8-category over rps, that it has the designed coend property
of statement (1), and that it presents the pushout defining E. Statement (2) readily follows from
statement (1), using the characterization of exponentiable fibrations in Lemma 1.10(4).
For each object rps P ∆, consider the full subcategory Prps Ă ∆{rps of the overcategory consisting
of those morphisms rqs Ñ rps for which the canonical diagram among 8-categories
rqs|t1u

/ rqs|t1ă¨¨¨ăpu


rqs|t0ă1u


/ rqs

is a pushout. Consider the full 8-subcategory Z Ă Cat{rps consisting of the three objects t0 ă
1u Ñ rps, t1u Ñ rps, and t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu Ă rps. This 8-category corepresents a zig-zag among
three objects. Denote the composite functor α : Z ãÑ Cat{rps Ñ Cat. Base change along each
pS Ñ rpsq P Z determines a functor
Prps ÝÑ FunpZ, Catq{α .

(3)

Let Z Ñ rps be an 8-category over rps; we use the same notation Z : p∆{rps qop Ñ Spaces for the
restricted Yoneda presheaf. This definition of Prps ensures that, for each object prqs Ñ rpsq P Prps ,
the canonical diagram among spaces
Zprqsq

/ Zprqs|t0ă1u q


Zprqs|t1ă¨¨¨ăqu q


/ Zprqs|t1u q

(4)

is a pullback. As a consequence, the canonical lax commutative diagram among 8-categories

(5)

Pop
rps


p∆{rps qop

ó

Z

p3q


FunpZ, Catq{α

Homp´,Z‚ q


/ Spaces

`
in fact commutes; here
˘ Z‚ P FunpZ, Catq{α is the diagram Z‚ :“ pZ01 Ð Z0 Ñ Z1p q Ñ pt0 ă 1u Ð
t1u Ñ t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă puq given by
` way of base change.
˘
Now, the diagram E‚ :“ pE01 Ð E0 Ñ E1p q Ñ pt0 ă 1u Ð t1u Ñ t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă puq defines
an object of the 8-category FunpZ, Catq{α . Precomposition with the presheaf represented by this
object is a presheaf
p3q
Homp´,E‚ q
r : Pop ÝÝ
E
ÝÑ pFunpZ, Catq{α qop ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces .
rps

Denote by
E : p∆{rps qop ÝÑ Spaces ,
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prqs Ñ rpsq ÞÑ Eprqsq ,

the presheaf which is the left Kan extension as in this diagram:
r
E

Pop
rps


/ Spaces
6
E:“LKan

op

.

p∆{rps q

We first identify some values of E. Let prqs Ñ rpsq be an object of ∆{rps .
‚ Suppose prqs Ñ rpsq belongs to the full subcategory Prps . In this case, we identify the value
(6)

Eprqsq

»

r
Eprqsq

»

`
˘
MapFunpZ,Catq{α prqs|t0ă1u Ð rqs|t1u Ñ rqs|t1ă¨¨¨ăpu q, pE01 Ð E1 Ñ E1p q

»

E01 prqs|t0ă1u q

ˆ

E1 prqs|t1u q

E1p prqs|t1ă¨¨¨ăpu q .

(In the last expression, for K an 8-category, and for J Ñ K and C Ñ K two 8-categories
over K, we denote CpJq :“ Cat{K pJ, Cq for the space of functors over K from J to C.)
‚ Suppose that the object prqs Ñ rpsq does not lie in the subcategory Prps . Being a left Kan
extension, the value is computed as a colimit,
˘
` prqsÑrpsq{ op
r
op E
Ñ Spaces ,
Eprqsq » colim pPrps
q » pPrps qop
{prqsÑrpsq Ñ Prps Ý
which we now simplify. Consider the pullback functor
Prps

prqsÑrpsq{

ÝÑ Cat ,

prqs Ñ rq 1 s Ñ rpsq ÞÑ rq 1 s|t1u .

The definition of Prps is just so that this functor factors as Prps
functor is a right adjoint, with left adjoint

prqsÑrpsq{

∆ ÝÑ Prps

prqsÑrpsq{

,

Ñ ∆. This factorized

rrs ÞÑ prqs Ñ rqs|t0u ‹ rrs ‹ rqs|t2ă¨¨¨ăpu Ñ rpsq ,
prqsÑrpsq{

(7)

given in terms of joins. In particular, this functor ∆op Ñ pPrps
qop is final. Combined
with the identification (6), we thereby identify the value of E on prqs Ñ rpsq as
¯
´
r
prqsÑrpsq{ op
op E
Ý
Ñ
Spaces
Eprqsq » colim ∆op Ñ pPrps
q » pPrps qop
Ñ
P
{prqsÑrpsq
rps
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
» E01 prqs|t0u ‹ r‚sq ˆ E1p pr‚s ‹ rqs|t2ă¨¨¨ăpu q .
E1 pr‚sq

We now verify that E presents an 8-category over rps. Specifically, we show that E satisfies the
Segal condition over rps, and the univalence condition over rps. Let rqs Ñ rps be an object of ∆{rps .
Consider the canonical diagram among spaces:
(8)

Eprqsq

/ Ept0 ă 1uq


Ept1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă quq


/ Ept1uq.

We show this square is a pullback through a few cases.
‚ Suppose the object prqs Ñ rpsq belongs to the full subcategory Prps P ∆{rps . In this case,
the square
(9)

pt1u Ñ rpsq

/ pt0 ă 1u Ñ rpsq


pt1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă qu Ñ rpsq


/ prqs Ñ rpsq
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in ∆{rps in fact belongs to the full subcategory Prps Ă ∆{rps . From the definition of E as
op
the left Kan extension along the fully faithful inclusion Pop
rps ãÑ p∆{rps q , the square (8) is
identified as the square
r
Eprqsq

r
/ Ept0
ă 1uq


r
Ept1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă quq


r
/ Ept1uq.

(10)

Observe that the functor (3) carries the square (9) in Prps to a pushout square in the 8r is a restricted Yoneda functor, the
category FunpZ, Catq{α . Consequently, as the functor E
diagram (10) is a pullback, as desired.
‚ Suppose the object prqs Ñ rpsq does not belong to the full subcategory Prps Ă ∆{rps . There
are two cases.
– Suppose the composite functor t1u Ñ rqs Ñ rps factors through t0u ãÑ rps. In this case
the expression (7) identifies the square (10) as
ˇ
ˇE01 prqs|t0u ‹ r‚sq

ˇ
ˇE01 prq ´ 1s|t0u ‹ r‚sq

ˆ

E1 pr‚sq


ˆ

E1 pr‚sq

/ E01 pt0 ă 1uq

ˇ
E1p pr‚s ‹ rqs|t2ă¨¨¨ăpu qˇ


/ E01 pt1uq,

ˇ
E1p pr‚s ‹ rq ´ 1s|t2ă¨¨¨ăpu qˇ

where, here, we use the condensed notation rq ´ 1s :“ t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă qu Ă rqs. Because
the formation of joins preserves colimits in each of its arguments, for each rrs P ∆, the
canonical functor from the pushout
»

t0 ă 1u > prq ´ 1s|t0u ‹ rrsq ÝÝÑ rqs|t0u ‹ rrs
t1u

is an equivalence between 8-categories over t0 ă 1u. Because E01 Ñ t0 ă 1u is an 8category over t0 ă 1u, using that base change in Spaces preserves colimits, we identify
this last square as the canonical square among spaces
E01 pt0 ă 1uq

ˆ

E1 pt1uq

ˇ
ˇE01 prq ´ 1s|t0u ‹ r‚sq

ˇ
ˇE01 prq ´ 1s|t0u ‹ r‚sq


ˆ

E1 pr‚sq

ˆ

E1 pr‚sq

/ E01 pt0 ă 1uq

ˇ
E1p pr‚s ‹ rq ´ 1s|t2ă¨¨¨ăpu qˇ


/ E01 pt1uq.

ˇ
E1p pr‚s ‹ rq ´ 1s|t2ă¨¨¨ăpu qˇ

This square is a pullback, as desired.
– Suppose the composite functor t1u Ñ rqs Ñ rps factors through t2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu ãÑ rps.
This case is nearly identical to that above; we omit the details.
We now establish that E is univalent over rps. Consider a diagram among 8-categories:
t0 ă 2u
{
t´u

t1 ă 3u
'
w
t0 ă 1 ă 2 ă 3u
*


t
rps
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#
t`u

.

This is the datum of a functor from the pushout
t´u

t0 ă 1 ă 2 ă 3u

>
t0ă2u

xiy

»

t`u ÝÝÑ ˚ ÝÝÝÑ rps .

>
t1ă3u

We must show that the canonical diagram involving spaces of lifts
`
˘
Cat{rps tiu, E

`
˘
Cat{rps t´u, E


`
˘
Cat{rps t0 ă 1 ă 2 ă 3u, E
r

,

( `
u ˘
Cat{rps t0 ă 2u, E

`
˘
Cat{rps t`u, E

) `
v ˘
Cat{rps t1 ă 3u, E

is a limit diagram. Through the composition-restriction adjunction Cat{tiu  Cat{rps , this diagram
among spaces is identified as the diagram among spaces
Catp˚, E|i q

`
˘
Cat t´u, E|i


`
˘
Cat t0 ă 1 ă 2 ă 3u, E|i
r

,
v ˘
)`
Cat t1 ă 3u, E|i

u ˘
`(
Cat t0 ă 2u, E|i

`
˘
Cat t`u, E|i

.

From the definition of E, we have equivalences E|i » pE01 q|i if i ď 1 and E|i » pE1p q|i if i ě 1.
Consequently, this square is a limit diagram precisely because E01 and E1p are each 8-categories
over rps. This concludes the verification that E Ñ rps is an 8-category over rps.
The construction of this 8-category E over rps was tailored to satisfy condition (1) of this result. Namely, (a) follows directly from the expression (6), applied to the case that rqs “ r1s and
the morphism rqs Ñ rps factors through t0 ă 1u ãÑ rps. Statement (b) follows directly from
expression (6), applied to the case that rqs “ r1s and the morphism rqs Ñ rps factors through
t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu ãÑ rps. Statement (c) follows directly from expression (7), applied to the case
that rqs “ r1s and the morphism rqs Ñ rps does not factor through either of the monomorphisms
t0 ă 1u ãÑ rps Ðâ t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu.
It remains to show that E Ñ rps presents the named pushout, as in the statement of the lemma.
First, from the construction of E, it fits into a diagram among 8-categories over rps:
E1

/ E1p


E01


/ E.

We must show that this diagram among 8-categories over rps is a pushout. Let Z Ñ rps be an
8-category over rps. We must show that the canonical square among spaces of functors over rps,
Cat{rps pE, Zq

/ Cat{rps pE1p , Zq


Cat{rps pE01 , Zq


/ Cat{rps pE1 , Zq
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is a pullback. From the definition of E as a left Kan extension, this square is canonically identified
with the square
r Z|P q
MapPrps pE,
rps

/ Cat{t1ă¨¨¨ăpu pE1p , Z|t1ă¨¨¨ăpu q


Cat{t0ă1u pE01 , Z|t0ă1u q


/ Cat{t1u pE1 , Z|t1u q .

op

This last square is a pullback because the lax commutative diagram (5) in fact commutes, as
explained above.

Corollary 1.25. Both of the restrictions
op
EFib„
ÝÑ SPACES
|∆op : ∆

„

EFib|∆op : ∆op ÝÑ SPACES

and

are Segal spaces.
Proof. We first establish the statement concerning EFib. Let p ą 0 be a positive integer. Consider
the canonical square among 8-categories:
EFibrps

/ EFibt1ă¨¨¨ăpu


EFibt0ă1u


/ EFibt1u .

We must show that the resulting square among spaces is a pullback. This follows once we show that
this square among 8-categories is a pullback. Consider the canonical functor to the pullback:
(11)

EFibrps ÝÑ EFibt0ă1u

ˆ EFibt1ă¨¨¨ăpu .

EFibt1u

Lemma 1.24(2) gives that this functor is a right adjoint, with left adjoint given by taking pushouts,
pE01 > E1p q Ð[ pE01 ÞÑ E0 Ð[ E1p q
E0

, EFibrps ÐÝ EFibt0ă1u

ˆ EFibt1ă¨¨¨ăpu .

EFibt1u

We now show that both the counit and the unit for this adjunction are by equivalences. Consider
the value of the counit for this adjunction on an exponentiable fibration E Ñ rps:
over rps

E|t0ă1u > E|t1ă¨¨¨ăpu ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ E .
E|t1u

This functor over rps is an equivalence precisely because E Ñ rps is an exponentiable fibration, using
»
the fact that the canonical functor from the colimit t0 ă 1u > t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu Ý
Ñ rps is an equivalence
t1u

between 8-categories. We now prove that the unit for this adjunction is by equivalences. Let
pE01 ÞÑ E1 Ð[ E1p q be an object of the codomain of the functor (11). Denote the value of the left
adjoint on this object as the exponentiable fibration E Ñ rps. The value of the unit on this object
is the morphism
`
˘
pE01 ÞÑ E1 Ð[ E1p q ÝÑ pE|t0ă1u ÞÑ E|t1u Ð[ E|t1ă¨¨¨ăpu q .
This morphism is an equivalence if and only if the canonical functors E01 Ñ E|t0ă1u and E1 Ñ E|t1u
and E1p Ñ E|t1ă¨¨¨ăpu are each equivalences between 8-categories. This is so via Lemma 1.24(1).
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We now establish the statement concerning EFib. Consider the square among spaces:
EFibrps

/ EFib„
t0ă1u


EFib„
rps

/ EFib„
t0ă1u

„

„

ˆ„ EFibt1ă¨¨¨ăpu

EFibt1u


ˆ„ EFib„
t1ă¨¨¨ăpu .

EFibt1u

Let E Ñ rps be an exponentiable fibration. Through Observation 1.22, the map from the fiber of
the left vertical map over E Ñ K to the fiber of the right vertical map of its image is
`
˘
`
˘
ˆ
Cat{rps prps, Eq ÝÑ Cat{t0ă1u t0 ă 1u, E
`
˘ Cat{t1ă¨¨¨ăpu t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu, E .
Cat{t1u t1u,E

This map is an equivalence precisely because the canonical functor from the pushout t0 ă 1u > t1 ă
t1u
»

¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu Ý
Ñ rps is an equivalence between 8-categories. Thus, the above square of spaces is a
pullback. Above, we established that the bottom horizontal map is an equivalence. We conclude
that the top horisontal map in the above square is an equivalence, as desired.

The following is the main result of this section.
„

Theorem 1.26. Both of the presheaves EFib„ and EFib on Cat are representable by flagged
8-categories; that is, both presheaves lie in the image of the restricted Yoneda functor fCAT ãÑ
PShvpCATq of Theorem 0.4.
»

Proof. From Theorem 0.4 (or by definition, see Remark 0.6), the restricted Yoneda functor fCAT Ý
Ñ
PShvSegal p∆q is an equivalence from the 8-category of flagged 8-categories to that of Segal spaces.
Consequently, to establish that a presheaf F on Cat is a flagged 8-category it suffices to show these
two assertions.
(1) Its restriction F|∆op : ∆op Ñ SPACES is a Segal space.
(2) The morphism F Ñ RKanpF|∆op q is an equivalence, where this morphism is the unit of the
restriction right Kan extension adjunction PShvpCatq  PShvp∆q on F.
Assertion (1), as it concerns both EFib and EFib, is Corollary 1.25.
Verifying assertion (2) for EFib„ is to verify, for each 8-category K, that the map between spaces
`
˘
EFib„
op
(12)
EFib„
Ñ ∆op ãÑ Catop ÝÝÝÑ SPACES
K ÝÑ lim p∆{K q
is an equivalence. Consider the canonical diagram among 8-categories
`
˘
EFib
/ lim p∆{K qop Ñ ∆op ãÑ Catop Ý
(13)
EFibK
ÝÑ CAT

PShvp∆q{K


´

¯
PShvp∆q{´
/ lim p∆{K qop Ñ ∆op ãÑ PShvp∆qop Ý
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ PShvp∆q ,

The horizontal arrows are determined by the composite functors EFib´ Ñ Cat{´ Ñ PShvp∆q{´ ,
the first of which is fully faithful by definition and the second of which is fully faithfulness of the
restricted Yoneda functor Cat Ñ PShvp∆q (by [JT]); so the vertical arrows are fully faithful. The
8-category PShvp∆q is an 8-topos, since it is a presheaf 8-category. As a direct consequence
of Theorem 6.1.0.6 of [Lu1], the bottom horizontal functor above is an equivalence between 8categories. The left adjoint equivalence given by taking colimits:
(14)
colim

`

˘

forget

`

PShvp∆q{´

˘

PShvp∆q{K ÐÝÝÝÝ Fun ∆{K , PShvp∆q{K ÐÝÝÝÝÝ lim p∆{K qop Ñ ∆op ãÑ Catop ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ PShvp∆q : colim .
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It remains to show that the top horizontal functor is essentially surjective. In light of the lower
equivalence, we must show the following assertion:
Let E Ñ K be a map from a presheaf on ∆ to that represented by an 8-category K.
Suppose, for each functor rps Ñ K from an object in ∆, that the pullback presheaf on ∆
E|rps :“ rps ˆ E
K

is represented by an 8-category for which the projection E|rps Ñ rps is an exponentiable fibration. Then E is represented by an 8-category, and the functor E Ñ K is an exponentiable
fibration.
We first show that E is an 8-category over K, then we show that the functor E Ñ K is an exponentiable fibration. We first show E satisfies the Segal condition over K. Let p ą 0 be a positive
integer. Let rps Ñ K be a functor. We must show that the canonical square among spaces of lifts
`
Cat{K rps, Eq

`
˘
/ Cat{K t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu, E

` 
˘
Cat{K t0 ă 1u, E

`
˘
/ Cat{K t1u, E

is a pullback. Through the composition-restriction adjunction Cat{rps  Cat{K , this square among
spaces is identified as the square among spaces
`
Cat{rps rps, E|rps q

˘
`
/ Cat{rps t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pu, E|rps

˘
` 
Cat{rps t0 ă 1u, E|rps

˘
` 
/ Cat{rps t1u, E|rps .

This square is a pullback precisely because, by assumption, the pullback presheaf E|rps Ñ rps is an
8-category.
We now establish that E is univalent over K. Consider a diagram among 8-categories:
t0 ă 2u
{
t´u

t1 ă 3u
'
w
t0 ă 1 ă 2 ă 3u

#
t`u


*Kt

.
xxy

The colimit of the upper 5-term diagram over K is a functor ˚ ÝÝÑ K selecting an object of K. We
must show that the canonical diagram involving spaces of lifts
`
˘
Cat{K txu, E

`
˘
Cat{K t´u, E


`
˘
Cat{K t0 ă 1 ă 2 ă 3u, E
r
( `
u ˘
Cat{K t0 ă 2u, E

,
) `
v ˘
Cat{K t1 ă 3u, E
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`
˘
Cat{K t`u, E

is a limit diagram. Through the composition-restriction adjunction Cat{˚  Cat{K : p´q|x , this
diagram among spaces is identified as the diagram among spaces
Catp˚, E|x q

˘
`
Cat t´u, E|x


˘
`
Cat t0 ă 1 ă 2 ă 3u, E|x
r
u ˘
`(
Cat t0 ă 2u, E|x

,
v ˘
`)
Cat t1 ă 3u, E|x

˘
`
Cat t`u, E|x

.

This square is a limit diagram precisely because, by assumption, the pullback presheaf E|x is an
8-category. We conclude that E Ñ K is indeed an 8-category over K.
We now show that this functor E Ñ K is exponentiable. We employ Lemma 1.10(3). So let
r2s Ñ K be a functor. We must show that the canonical square among 8-categories
E|t1u

/ E|t1ă2u


E|t0ă1u


/ E|r2s

is a pushout. This follows because, by assumption E|r2s Ñ r2s is an exponentiable fibration. This
finishes the proof that the map (12) is an equivalence between spaces, as desired.
„
We now verify assertion (2) for EFib . Consider the canonical square among spaces
(15)

EFibK

„
`
˘
EFib
/ lim p∆{K qop Ñ ∆op ãÑ Catop Ý
ÝÝÑ CAT


EFib„
K


`
˘
EFib„
/ lim p∆{K qop Ñ ∆op ãÑ Catop Ý
ÝÝÑ CAT .

„

We wish to show that the top horizontal map is an equivalence between spaces. Above, we established that the bottom horizontal map is an equivalence between spaces. Therefore, it is enough to
show that this map restricts as an equivalence between fibers. So let pE Ñ Kq P EFib„
K be a point
in the bottom left space of this square. Through Observation 1.22, this map of fibers is identified
as the map between spaces
`
˘
Cat{K p´,Eq
Cat{K pK, Eq ÝÑ lim p∆{K qop Ñ pCat{K qop ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ CAT .
`
This map is an equivalence precisely because the canonical functor from the colimit colim ∆{K Ñ
˘ »
“
Cat{K Ý
Ñ pK Ý
Ñ Kq is an equivalence in Cat{K . We conclude that the diagram (15) among spaces
is a pullback, which completes this proof.

Definition 1.27. The flagged 8-category Corr represents the functor EFib„ , in the sense of Theo„
rem 1.26. The flagged 8-category Corr represents the functor EFib , in the sense of Theorem 1.26.
The universal exponentiable fibration is the resulting canonical functor between flagged 8-categories
Corr ÝÑ Corr .
Remark 1.28. Proposition 1.23 justifies calling the canonical functor Corr Ñ Corr the universal
exponentiable fibration.
Example 1.29. We demonstrate that Corr is not an 8-category; more precisely, that the functor
EFib„ : Catop Ñ SPACES is not representable. We do this by demonstrating a colimit diagram in
Cat that EFib„ does not carry to a limit diagram in Spaces. Specifically, consider the identification
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of the colimit ˚

>

t0 ă 1 ă 2 ă 3u

t0ă2u

»

˚Ý
Ñ ˚ in Cat; note the differing identification of the

>
t1ă3u

colimit of this same diagram in fCat as pt´, `u Ñ ˚q. There is a canonical map between spaces
„
Cat„ » EFib„
˚ ÝÑ EFib˚

(16)

ˆ

EFib„
t0ă2u

EFib„
t0ă1ă2ă3u

ˆ

EFib„
t1ă3u

EFib„
˚ .

We will demonstrate a point in the righthand space that is not in the image of this map.
Consider the 8-category Ret corepresenting a retraction, and the full 8-subcategory Idem Ă Ret
corepresenting an idempotent. The functor Idem Ñ Ret determines the pair of bimodules:
(17)

Retp´,´q

Idemop ˆ Ret ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces

and

Retp´,´q

Retop ˆ Idem ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces .

Consider the two composite bimodules:
Retp´,´q b Retp´,´q

Idemop ˆ Idem ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces
Ret

Retp´,´q b Retp´,´q

and

Retop ˆ Ret ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces .
Idem

Because canonical functor Idem Ñ Ret witnesses an idempotent completion, the left composite
bimodule is identified as the identity bimodule. Also, because Idem Ñ Ret is fully faithful, the
restriction of the right composite bimodule is canonically identified as the left composite bimodule.
Now, both Idem Ñ Ret and Idemop Ñ Retop are idempotent completions. Because Spaces is idempotent complete, the right composite bimodule is the unique extension of the left composite bimodule.
Therefore, the right composite bimodule is also the identity bimodule. We have demonstrated how
the pair (17) determines a point in righthand term of (16). Since Idem Ñ Ret is not an equivalence
between 8-categories, for it is not essentially surjective, then this point is not in the image of the
map (16).
Remark 1.30. The defining equivalence of spaces MappK, Corrq » EFib„
K does not extend to an
equivalence of 8-categories between FunpK, Corrq and EFibK . They differ even in the case K “
˚. Presumably, this discrepancy could be explained through the structure of Corr as a certain
flagged p8, 2q-category; namely, that represented by the very functor EFib : Catop Ñ Cat itself. See
Question 0.14.
1.4. Symmetric monoidal structure. We endow the flagged 8-category Corr with a natural
symmetric monoidal structure.
Note that the full 8-category fCAT Ă ArpCATq is closed under finite products. Consequently, the
Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure on fCAT makes it a symmetric monoidal 8-category. The
8-category of symmetric monoidal flagged 8-categories
Sym-fCAT :“ CAlgpfCATq
is that of commutative algebras in the Cartesian symmetric monoidal 8-category fCAT. Because restricted Yoneda functors preserve finite products, Theorem 0.4 pullback diagram among
8-categories:
`
˘
`
˘
»
/ Fun ∆op , CAlgpSPACESq
/ CAlg PShvp∆q
Sym-fCAT

/ PShvp∆q.


fCAT

Consequently, to construct a symmetric monoidal structure on Corr, it suffices to give a natural
lift to CAlgpSPACESq of the space-valued functor EFib„ it represents. To do so, we observe the
following.
Observation 1.31.
(1) For each 8-category K, the 8-category Cat{K of 8-categories over K admits finite products,
which are given by fiber products over K.
(2) For each functor f : K Ñ K1 between 8-categories, the base change functor f ˚ : Cat{K1 Ñ
Cat{K preserves finite products.
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(3) Fiber products among 8-categories over a common base defines a lift
CAlgpCATq
6

Cat{´

Catop

Cat{´


/ CAT .

In the next result we use that the maximal 8-subgroupoid functor p´q„ : Cat Ñ Spaces preserves
finite products.
Lemma 1.32.
(1) For each 8-category K, the full 8-subcategory EFibK Ă Cat{K is closed under the formation
of finite products.
(2) The subfunctor EFib Ă Cat{´ is closed under the symmetric monoidal structure of Observation 1.31. In particular, there is a lift
CAlgpCATq
6
EFib

Catop
op EFib

EFib


/ CAT .

p´q„

(3) The composition Cat ÝÝÑ CAlgpCATq ÝÝÝÑ CAlgpSPACESq is represented by a symmetric
monoidal flagged 8-category.
Proof. Point (2) follows from point (1); point (3) follows from point (1) and the existence of Corr
as a flagged 8-category. Point (1) follows directly from Lemma 1.10(3), using that colimits in the
8-category SPACES distribute over finite products.

Corollary 1.33. Finite products among 8-categories defines a symmetric monoidal structure on
the flagged 8-category Corr.

Notation 1.34. The symmetric monoidal flagged 8-category of Corollary 1.33 is again denoted as
Corr; this symmetric monoidal structure will be implicitly understood.
Remark 1.35. The monoidal structure on Corr is not Cartesian. Namely, consider two 8-categories
C and D, which we regard as objects of the flagged 8-category Corr. While projections define a
diagram
pr
pr
C ÐÝÝ C ˆ D ÝÝÑ D
in Corr, it is generally not a limit diagram.
1.5. Conservative exponentiable correspondences. We explain that conservative exponentiable fibrations are classified by the fully faithful 8-subcategory CorrrSpacess Ă Corr consisting of
the 8-groupoids.
The following definitions and observations lie in parallel with the development in §1.2.
Definition 1.36. A conservative exponentiable fibration is an exponentiable fibration E Ñ K that is
conservative, i.e., for which the fiber product E|K„ is an 8-grouopid. The 8-category of conservative
exponentiable fibrations (over K) is the full 8-subcategory
EFibcons
Ă Cat{K
K
consisting of the conservative exponentiable fibrations; its 8-subgroupoid is EFibcons,„
.
K
Example 1.37. Following up on Lemma 2.15, both left fibrations and right fibrations are conservative exponentiable fibrations.
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Example 1.38. For X a space, the canonical functor from the parametrized join,
˚F˚ :“ ˚
X

>

Xˆtsu

X ˆ c1

>

Xˆttu

˚ ÝÑ c1 ,

is a conservative exponentiable fibration. Provided X ‰ ˚ is not a terminal space, this conservative
exponentiable fibration is neither a left fibration nor a right fibration.
Lemma 1.39. Conservative exponentiable fibrations have the following closure properties.
(1) For each pullback square among 8-categories
E1

/E


K1


/ K,

the left vertical functor is a conservative exponentiable fibration whenever the right vertical
functor is a conservative exponentiable fibration.
(2) For E Ñ K and K Ñ B conservative exponentiable fibrations, the composite functor E Ñ B
is a conservative exponentiable fibration.
(3) An exponentiable fibration E Ñ c1 over the 1-cell is a conservative exponentiable fibration if
and only if each base change E|s Ñ ˚ and E|t Ñ ˚ is a functor from an 8-groupoid.
(4) For E Ñ r2s an exponentiable fibration for which each base change E|t0,1u Ñ t0 ă 1u and
E|t1ă2u Ñ t1 ă 2u is conservative, then the functor E Ñ r2s is conservative.
Proof. The first two statements are immediate from the Definition 1.36, knowing that the statements
are true for exponentiable fibrations. The third statement is immediate from the Definition 1.36.
The fourth statement is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.10(4).

Corollary 1.40. Base change defines functors
EFibcons : Catop ÝÑ CAT

EFibcons,„ : Catop ÝÑ SPACES .

and

Fiber products over a common base defines lifts of these functors
EFibcons : Catop ÝÑ CAlgpCATq

EFibcons,„ : Catop ÝÑ CAlgpSPACESq .

and

The functor EFibcons,„ : Catop Ñ CAlgpSPACESq is representable, in the sense of Theorem 0.4, by a
full symmetric monoidal 8-subcategory of the flagged 8-category Corr of Definition 1.27.

Definition 1.41. The symmetric monoidal 8-category of correspondences of spaces is the flagged
8-subcategory
CorrrSpacess Ă Corr
representing the functor EFibcons,„ of Corollary 1.40.
Lemma 1.42. The monomorphism CorrrSpacess ãÑ Corr is fully faithful, with image consisting of
the 8-groupoids.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.39, because an exponentiable fibration E Ñ K is conservative if
and only if, for each ˚ Ñ K, the fiber E|˚ is an 8-groupoid.

2. Cartesian and coCartesian fibrations
We discuss (co)Cartesian fibrations through exponentiable fibrations starting in §2.2, after reviewing the theory as due to Lurie in §2.1.
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2.1. Basics about (co)Cartesian fibrations. In this subsection, we recall definitions and some
basic assertions concerning (co)Cartesian fibration of 8-categories from [Lu1]. We recall the straighteningunstraightening equivalence of [Lu1].
The following definition is very close to Definition 2.4.1.1 of [Lu1]. An exact comparison between
that definition and the next definition appears as Corollary 3.4 in [MG1], where a friendly discussion
of (co)Cartesian fibrations among 8-categories is offered.
Definition 2.1. Let π : E Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
xes Ñet y

(1) (a) A morphism c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E is π-coCartesian if the diagram among 8-undercategories
E et {

/ Ees {


Kπet {


/ Kπes {

is a pullback.
π
(b) The functor E Ý
Ñ K is a coCartesian fibration if each solid diagram among 8-categories
˚

/E
?




/K

π

xsy

c1

admits a π-coCartesian filler.
π
(c) The functor E Ý
Ñ K is locally coCartesian if, for each morphism c1 Ñ K, the base
change E|c1 Ñ c1 is a coCartesian fibration.
(d) The 8-category of coCartesian fibrations (over K) is the 8-subcategory
cCartK Ă Cat{K
π

consisting of those objects pE Ý
Ñ Kq that are coCartesian fibrations, and those morphisms, which are diagrams among 8-categories
/ E1

F

E
π



K



π1

in which the downward arrows are coCartesian fibrations, for which F carries πcoCartesian morphisms to π-coCartesian morphisms.
xes Ñet y

(2) (a) A morphism c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E is π-Cartesian if the diagram among 8-overcategories
E{es

/ E{e
t


K{πes


/ K{πe
s

is a pullback.
π
(b) The functor E Ý
Ñ K is a Cartesian fibration if each solid diagram among 8-categories
˚

/E
?




/K

π

xty

c1
admits a π-Cartesian filler.
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π

(c) The functor E Ý
Ñ K is locally Cartesian if, for each morphism c1 Ñ K, the base change
E|c1 Ñ c1 is a Cartesian fibration.
(d) The 8-category of Cartesian fibrations (over K) is the 8-subcategory
cCartK Ă Cat{K
π

consisting of those objects pE Ý
Ñ Kq that are Cartesian fibrations, and those morphisms,
which are diagrams among 8-categories
/ E1

F

E
π



K



π1

in which the downward arrows are Cartesian fibrations, for which F carries π-Cartesian
morphisms to π-Cartesian morphisms.
Remark 2.2. The definition of (co)Cartesian fibration from [Lu1] is formulated in model-specific
terms for quasi-categories and also requires that the functor p be an inner fibration. This is for
technical convenience, since then the pullback above can be taken to be the point-set pullback of
underlying simplicial sets. Since every morphism between quasi-categories is equivalent to an inner
fibration with the same codomain, we omit this condition, and instead make the convention that all
pullbacks are in the 8-category of 8-categories (i.e., are homotopy pullbacks in a model category
of 8-categories). Modifying the definition in this slight way has the advantage that then being a
coCartesian fibration becomes a homotopy-invariant property of a functor, and so it can be equally
well formulated in any model for 8-categories.
Example 2.3. For X and K 8-categories, the projection KˆX Ñ K is both a coCartesian fibration
as well as a Cartesian fibration.
f

Example 2.4. Let Es Ý
Ñ Et be a functor between 8-categories. Then the projection from the
cylinder
Cylpf q :“ pEs ˆ c1 q > Et ÝÑ c1
Es ˆttu

is a coCartesian fibration; the coCartesian morphisms with respect to this projection are those
“
sections c1 Ñ Cylpf q of the form c1 » Cylptes u Ý
Ñ tes uq Ñ Cylpf q, which are determined by
selecting an object es P Es . Likewise, the projection from the reversed cylinder
Cylrpf q :“ Et

>

Es ˆttu

op
pEs ˆ cop
1 q ÝÑ c1 » c1

is a Cartesian fibration; the Cartesian morphisms with respect to this projection are those sections
“
c1 Ñ Cylpf q of the form c1 » Cylrptes u Ý
Ñ tes uq Ñ Cylrpf q, which are determined by selecting an
object es P Es .
Example 2.5. Let K be an 8-category. Consider its 8-category of arrows, ArpKq :“ Funpc1 , Kq.
Evaluation at the target,
evt : ArpKq ÝÑ K
is a coCartesian fibration; a morphism c1 Ñ ArpKq is evt -coCartesian if and only if its adjoint
c1 ˆ c1 Ñ K factors through the epimorphism c1 ˆ c1 Ñ pc1 ˆ c1 q > ˚ » r2s. Evaluation at the
ttuˆ

source,

evt : ArpKq ÝÑ K
is a Cartesian fibration; a morphism c1 Ñ ArpKq is evs -Cartesian if and only if its adjoint c1 ˆc1 Ñ K
factors through the epimorphism c1 ˆ c1 Ñ pc1 ˆ c1 q > ˚ » r2s.
tsuˆc1

Observation 2.6. A functor E Ñ K is a coCartesian fibration if and only if its opposite Eop Ñ Kop
is a Cartesian fibration.
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π

π1

Lemma 2.7. Let E Ý
Ñ K ÝÑ U be a composable sequence of functors between 8-categories.
(1) If π and π 1 are coCartesian, then the composition π 1 ˝ π is coCartesian.
(2) If π and π 1 are Cartesian, then the composition π 1 ˝ π is Cartesian.
Proof. The two assertions imply one another, as implemented by taking opposites. We are therefore
us Ñut
ÝÝÑ U with specified
reduced to proving assertion (1). That is, we show that every morphism c1 ÝÝ
1
lift es P E|us can be lifted to a pπ ˝ πq-coCartesian morphism in E. Using, in sequence, that π 1 and
π are coCartesian fibrations, we can first lift us Ñ ut to a π 1 -coCartesian morphism πes Ñ kt for
some kt , and then lift the morphism πes Ñ kt to a π-coCartesian morphism es Ñ et for some et .
This is represented in the following diagram:
;/ E

xes y

˚

π


5K

xes Ñet y
xsy

xπes Ñkt y



c1

xus Ñut y

π1


/U

e Ñe

s
t
It remains to show that the lift c1 ÝÝ
ÝÝÑ
E is a pπ 1 ˝ πq-coCartesian morphism. Consider the pair
of commutative squares

E et {

/ Ees {


Kkt {


/ Kπes {


Uut {


/ Uus {

where the top square is a pullback since es Ñ et is a π-coCartesian morphism and the bottom square
is a pullback since πes Ñ kt is a π 1 -coCartesian morphism. Consequently, the outer rectangle is a
pullback diagram, which is exactly the condition of es Ñ et being a pπ 1 ˝ πq-coCartesian morphism.

(Co)Cartesian fibrations are closed under base change, as the next result shows.
Lemma 2.8. Let
E1

Fr

/E

F


/K

π1


K1

π

be a pullback diagram among 8-categories.
(1) If π is a coCartesian fibration, then π 1 is a coCartesian fibration.
(2) If π is a Cartesian fibration, then π 1 is a Cartesian fibration.
Proof. Assertion (1) and assertion (2) imply one another by taking opposites. We are therefore
reduced to proving assertion (1).
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Suppose π is a coCartesian fibration. Consider a solid diagram among 8-categories:
xe1s y

˚
xsy


c1

f1

/8 E1

3/ E


/ K1


/ K.

xx1 Ý
Ñy 1 y

Choose a π-coCartesian morphism as in the lower lift. Denote the target of this lower filler as et .
Because the given square among 8-categories is a pullback, this filler is equivalent to a higher filler,
as indicated. We must show that this higher lift is a π-coCartesian morphism. Denote the target of
this higher filler as e1t . Consider the canonical diagram among 8-categories:
E1

/ E 1 es {
1

e1t {

#

{

E et {

/ Ees {


1
K; F x {


/ KF y 1 {
c




1
/ K1 y { .

1
1x {

K

By definition of a π-coCartesian morphism, the inner square is a pullback. Because the given square
is a pullback, then so too are the left and right squares in the above diagram. It follows that the
outer square is a pullback.

The next auxiliary result states the equivalences between (co)Cartesian fibrations are detected
on fibers.
Lemma 2.9. Consider a commutative diagram
/ E1

F

E
π



K



π1

among 8-categories. Suppose, for each ˚ Ñ K, the functor between fiber product 8-categories
F|˚ : E|˚ Ñ E1|˚ is an equivalence. The functor F : E Ñ E1 is an equivalence between 8-categories
provided either of the two conditions are satisfied.
(1) Both π and π 1 are coCartesian fibrations, and the functor F carries π-coCartesian morphisms to π 1 -coCartesian morphisms.
(2) Both π and π 1 are Cartesian fibrations, and the functor F carries π-Cartesian morphisms
to π 1 -Cartesian morphisms.
Proof. The assertion concerning coCartesian fibrations implies that for Cartesian fibrations, as
implemented by taking opposites. We are therefore reduced to proving the assertion concerning
coCartesian fibrations.
The condition that the functor between each fiber is an equivalence guarantees, in particular,
that f is surjective. It remains to show that f is fully faithful. Let a, b P E. We intend to show that
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the top horizontal map in the diagram among spaces of morphisms,
/ E1 pF a, F bq

F

Epa, bq
π

x
%
Kpπa, πbq

π1

,
f

is an equivalence. For this it is enough to show that, for each morphism πa Ý
Ñ πb in K, the map
between fibers
Epa, bq|f ÝÑ E1 pF a, F bq|f
is an equivalence between spaces. Using the assumption that both π and π 1 are coCartesian fibrations, and that F carries π-coCartesian morphisms to π 1 -coCartesian morphisms, we identify this
map between fibers as the map
E|πb pf! a, bq ÝÑ E1|π1 F b pf! F a, F bq
between spaces of morphisms in the fibers of π and π 1 over πb » π 1 F b P K; here, pa Ñ f! aq and
pF a Ñ f! F aq are respective coCartesian morphisms in E and E1 . The assumption that F restricts
as an equivalence between 8-categories of fibers for π and π 1 implies this map is an equivalence.
This concludes this proof.

Lemma 2.8 has this immediate result. In the statement of this result we reference the Cartesian
symmetric monoidal structures on CAT and on SPACES.
Corollary 2.10. Base change defines functors
cCart : Catop ÝÑ CAT ,

K ÞÑ cCartK ,

K ÞÑ CartK ,

and

Cart : Catop ÝÑ CAT ,

and

Cart„ : Catop ÝÝÝÝÑ CAT ÝÝÝÝÑ SPACES .

as well as
cCart

p´q„

cCart„ : Catop ÝÝÝÝÑ CAT ÝÝÝÝÑ SPACES

Cart

p´q„

Fiber products over a common base defines lifts of these functors
cCart : Catop ÝÑ CAlgpCATq

and

Cart : Catop ÝÑ CAlgpCATq ,

cCart„ : Catop ÝÑ CAlgpSPACESq

and

Cart„ : Catop ÝÑ CAlgpSPACESq .

as well as


The following construction of [Lu1] is an 8-categorical version of the Grothendieck construction.
Construction 2.11. Let K be an 8-category. The unstraightening construction (for coCartesian
fibrations) is the functor
`
˘
F
Un : FunpK, Catq ÝÑ Cat{K ,
pK Ý
Ñ Catq ÞÑ K‚{ b F Ñ K ,
K

ˆ

whose values are given by coends, with respect to the standard tensor structure b : Cat{K ˆ Cat Ý
Ñ
Cat{K . The unstraightening construction (for Cartesian fibrations) is the functor
`
˘
G
Un : FunpKop , Catq ÝÑ Cat{K ,
pKop Ý
Ñ Catq ÞÑ G b K{‚ Ñ K ,
K

ˆ

whose values are given by coends, with respect to the standard tensor structure b : Cat ˆ Cat{K Ý
Ñ
Cat{K .
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f

xEs Ý
ÑEt y
Example 2.12. For c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Cat a functor, its unstraightening (as a coCartesian fibration) is
f
xEt Ð
Ý Es y
the cylinder construction: Cylpf q Ñ c1 . For c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Catop a functor, its unstraightening (as a
Cartesian fibration) is the reverse cylinder construction: Cylrpf q Ñ c1 .

Observation 2.13. For each 8-category K, the unstraightening constructions
Un

FunpK, Catq ÝÝÝÑ Cat{K

Un

FunpKop , Catq ÝÝÝÑ Cat{K

and

are each left adjoints; their respective right adjoints are given by taking ends:
pE Ñ Kq ÞÑ Fun{K pK‚{ , Eq

Cat{K ÝÑ FunpK, Catq ,
and

pE Ñ Kq ÞÑ Fun{K pK{‚ , Eq .

Cat{K ÝÑ FunpKop , Catq ,

The following principle result of Lurie explains how the unstraightening construction implements
representatives of the functors of Corollary 2.10.
Theorem 2.14 ([Lu1]). The functor cCart„ : Catop Ñ CAlgpSPACESq is represented by the Cartesian symmetric monoidal 8-category Cat; specifically, for each 8-category K, the unstraightening
construction implements a canonical equivalence between 8-groupoids
Un : CATpK, Catq » cCart„
K .
The functor Cart„ : Catop Ñ CAlgpSPACESq is represented by the coCartesian symmetric monoidal
8-category Catop ; specifically, for each 8-category K, the unstraightening construction implements
a canonical equivalence between 8-groupoids
Un : CATpK, Catop q » Cart„
K .
2.2. Characterizing (co)Cartesian fibrations. We establish a useful characterization for (co)Cartesian
fibrations, in the context of exponentiable fibrations. We do this as two steps; we first characterize
locally (co)Cartesian fibrations, we then characterize (co)Cartesian fibrations in terms of locally
(co)Cartesian fibrations.
We observe that (co)Cartesian fibrations are examples of exponentiable fibrations. Later, as
Theorem 2.25, we will characterize which exponentiable fibrations are (co)Cartesian fibrations.
Lemma 2.15. Cartesian fibrations and coCartesian fibrations are exponentiable fibrations.
Proof. Using Observation 1.4 and Observation 2.6 the coCartesian case implies the Cartesian case.
So let π : E Ñ K be a coCartesian fibration. We invoke the criterion of Lemma 1.10(6). So fix a
functor r2s Ñ K. Extend this functor as a solid diagram among 8-categories:
(18)

t0 ă 2u

xe0 Ñe2 y

/7 E
π


r2s


/ K.

An object of the 8-category pE|1 e0 { q{pe0 Ñe2 q is an indicated filler in this diagram. Choose a πcoCartesian lift
(19)

t0u

xe0 y

7/ E

xe0 Ñe1 y
π


t0 ă 1u


/ K.

By definition of a π-coCartesian morphism, there is a unique filler of the diagram (18) extending the
diagram (19), thereby determining an object of the 8-category pE|1 e0 { q{pe0 Ñe2 q . Precisely because
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the lift in (19) is a π-coCartesian morphism, this object of pE|1 e0 { q{pe0 Ñe2 q is initial. We conclude
that its classifying space BpE|1 e0 { q{pe0 Ñe2 q » ˚ is terminal, as desired.

Here is a simpler criterion for assessing if a functor is a (co)Cartesian fibration.
Lemma 2.16. Let π : E Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
xes Ñet y

(1) (a) A morphism c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E is π-coCartesian if it is initial as an object of the fiber
product 8-category Ees { ˆ Ky{ .
Kx{

(b) The functor π is a coCartesian fibration if and only if each solid diagram among 8categories
5/ E

xes y

˚

xes Ñf! es y

π

xsy


c1


/ K,

f

xxÝ
Ñyy

admits a filler that is initial in the fiber product 8-category Ees { ˆ Ky{ .
Kx{

xes Ñet y

(2) (a) A morphism c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E is π-Cartesian if it is final as an object of the fiber product
8-category E{et ˆ K{x .
K{y

(b) The functor π is a Cartesian fibration if and only if each solid diagram among 8categories
/5 E

xet y

˚
˚

xf et Ñet y

π

xty


c1


/ K,

f

xxÝ
Ñyy

admits a filler that is initial in the fiber product 8-category E{et ˆ K{x .
K{y

π

Proof. Assertion (1) and assertion (2) imply one another, as implemented by replacing pE Ý
Ñ Kq by
π

op

its opposite, pEop ÝÝÑ Kop q. We are therefore reduced to proving assertion (1).
Inspecting the Definition 2.1 of a coCartesian fibration, assertion (a) implies assertion (b). We
xes Ñet y

are therefore reduced to proving assertion (b). Let c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E be a morphism. We show that the
condition in assertion (a) is equivalent to the condition that this morphism is π-coCartesian. The
given morphism pes Ñ et q determines the diagram, γ,
˚

xes y
xes Ñet y

xsy



c1

xπes Ñπet y

/8 E
π


/ K,

which we regard as an object of the fiber product 8-category Ees { ˆ Ky{ . Observe the canonical
Kx{

identification between 8-undercategories:
˘γ{
» `
Eet { ÝÝÑ Ees { ˆ Ky{
.
Kx{
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Through this identification we see that γ is an initial object of this fiber product 8-category if and
only if the canonical functor
Eet { ÝÑ Ees { ˆ Ky{
Kx{

is an equivalence between 8-categories. After inspecting Definition 2.1 of a π-coCartesian morphism,
this establishes assertion (a).

We will make repeated, and implicit, use of the following characterization of left/right adjoints.
F

Lemma 2.17. Let C Ý
Ñ D be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) The
(a)
(b)
(2) The
(a)
(b)

following conditions on the functor F are equivalent.
F is a right adjoint.
For each object d P D, the 8-undercategory Cd{ has an initial object.
following conditions on the functor F are equivalent.
F is a left adjoint.
For each object d P D, the 8-overcategory C{d has a final object.

Proof. The two assertions are equivalent, as implemented by taking opposites. We are therefore
reduced to proving (1).
Suppose the functor F is a right adjoint. Let d P D be an object. We must show that the 8overcategory Cd{ has an initial object. This is to show that there is a left adjoint functor ˚ Ñ Cd{ . Let
L be a left adjoint to F ; denote by η and  the unit and counit natural transformations, respectively.
Let d P D be an object. We show now that that the canonical functor F d{ : Cd{ Ñ Dd{ is also a
right adjoint. The unit ηd : d Ñ F Lpdq determines a canonical filler in the diagram
/ DF Lpdq{

ηd

Dd{

D

L

/C

F


/ D.

From the definition of Cd{ :“ C ˆ Dd{ , the above filled diagram canonically determines a functor
D

L :D
d{

d{

` ηd
˘
pd Ñ d1 q ÞÑ d ÝÑ
F Lpdq Ñ F Lpd1 q ,

ÝÑ Cd{ ,

which evaluates on objects as indicated. Furthermore, the unit η and the counit  determine natural
transformations η d{ : idDd{ Ñ F d{ ˝ Ld{ and d{ : Ld{ ˝ F d{ Ñ idCd{ . It is readily checked that these
data are an adjunction Ld{ : Dd{  Cd{ : F d{ , as desired.
“
xdÝ
Ñ
dy
Now, consider the functor ˚ ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Dd{ selecting the tautological initial object. This functor is
a left adjoint. Because left adjoints compose, the composite functor
“
xdÝ
Ñ
dy
Ld{
˚ ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Dd{ ÝÝÝÑ Cd{

is a left adjoint. This means the 8-category Cd{ has an initial object, as desired.
We now establish the converse: suppose, for each d P D, the 8-category Cd{ has an initial object.
Consider the solid diagram among 8-categories
“

C

(20)

ò


7C

F


D

F˚ pidC q

.
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The indicated right Kan extension exists if and only if, for each d P D, the limit
“

F˚ pidC qpdq :“ limpCd{ Ñ C Ý
Ñ Cq
exists, and in this case the right Kan extension evaluates as this limit. By assumption, the indexxLpcq,dÑF Lpcqy

ing 8-category Cd{ admits an initial functor ˚ ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Cd{ , which selects an initial object
indicated by the notation. Therefore, this limit exists, and this right Kan extension evaluates as
(21)

“

xLpcq,dÑF Lpcqy

»

F˚ pidC qpdq :“ limpCd{ Ñ C Ý
Ñ Cq ÐÝÝ limp˚ ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Cd{ Ñ Cq » Lpcq P C .

The lax commutative diagram defining the right Kan extension offers a counit  : F˚ pidC q ˝ F Ñ idC .
We now construct a putative unit η : idD Ñ F ˝ F˚ pidC q. The canonical diagram
/C

Cd{

“

/C

F

/4 D

F d{


D

determines the cospan
»

η : idD » pidD q˚ pidD q ÝÑ F˚ pF q ÐÝÝ F ˝ pF˚ pidC qq .
in the 8-category FunpD, Dq; the identification (21) of the values of F˚ pidC q reveal that the leftward
arrow in this cospan is an equivalence, as indicated. The resulting rightward morphism is the desired
putative unit. It is readily checked that these data are an adjunction F˚ pidC q : C  D : F , as desired.

π

Lemma 2.18. Let E Ý
Ñ c1 be an 8-category over the 1-cell.
(1) The following two conditions on this functor π are equivalent.
(a) It is a coCartesian fibration.
(b) The canonical functor from the fiber E|t ãÑ E is a right adjoint.
(2) The following two conditions on this functor π are equivalent.
(a) It is a Cartesian fibration.
(b) The canonical functor from the fiber E|s ãÑ E is a left adjoint.
π

Proof. Assertion (1) and assertion (2) imply one another, as implemented by replacing pE Ý
Ñ c1 q by
its opposite, pE

op
op π

ÝÝÑ cop
1 » c1 q. We are therefore reduced to proving assertion (1).
t{

s{

xty

The canonical identification pc1 Ñ c1 q » p˚ ÝÝÑ c1 q determines the first of these identifications
among 8-categories
t{
Ees { ˆ c1 » Ees { ˆ ttu » pE|t qes { .
s{

c1

c1

A consequence of Lemma 2.16 is that π is a coCartesian fibration if and only if, for each object
t{
es P E|s over s P c1 , the fiber product 8-category Ees { ˆ c1 has an initial object. The equivalence
s{

c1

between (a) and (b) then follows from the above identifications, using the criterion of Lemma 2.17.

π

Lemma 2.19. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) Let y P K be an object. The following conditions on this data are equivalent.
(a) The canonical functor E|y ãÑ E{y is a right adjoint.
xxÑyy

(b) For each morphism c1 ÝÝÝÝÑ K, the canonical functor E|y ãÑ E|c1 is a right adjoint.
(2) Let x P K be an object. The following conditions on this data are equivalent.
(a) The canonical functor E|x ãÑ Ex{ is a left adjoint.
xxÑyy

(b) For each morphism c1 ÝÝÝÝÑ K, the canonical functor E|x ãÑ E|c1 is a left adjoint.
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π

Proof. Assertion (1) and assertion (2) imply one another, as implemented by replacing pE Ý
Ñ Kq by
π

op

its opposite, pEop ÝÝÑ Kop q. We are therefore reduced to proving assertion (1).
We use the criterion of Lemma 2.17. Let γ P E{y be an object, which is the datum of a diagram
among 8-categories:
˚

/E

xes y

π

xsy


/ K.



c1

xxÑyy

Consider the canonical diagram among 8-categories:
/ E|y ˆ pE{y qγ{ “: pE|y qγ{

pE|y qes { :“ E|y ˆ pE|c1 qes {
E|c1

E{y

'

E|y

w

.

The downward functors in this diagram are left fibrations. For each et P E|y , the resulting map
between fiber spaces is identifiable as the identity map between spaces of morphisms
“

E|c1 pes , et q ÝÝÑ E|c1 pes , et q .
We conclude that the top horizontal functor in the above diagram is an equivalence between 8categories. The equivalence between conditions (a) and (b) follows immediately.

Lemma 2.20. Let π : E Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) The following conditions on a functor π are equivalent.
(a) It is locally coCartesian.
(b) For every object y P K, the canonical functor from the fiber to the 8-overcategory,
E|y ãÑ E{y , is a right adjoint.
(c) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the restriction functor between 8-categories of sections
evs : Fun{c1 pc1 , Eq ÝÑ E|s
is a right adjoint.
(2) The following conditions on a functor π are equivalent.
(a) It is locally Cartesian.
(b) For every object x P K, the canonical functor from the fiber to the 8-undercategory,
E|x ãÑ Ex{ , is a left adjoint.
(c) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the restriction functor between 8-categories of sections
evt : Fun{c1 pc1 , Eq ÝÑ E|t
is a left adjoint.
Proof. Assertion (1) and assertion (2) imply one another, as implemented by taking opposites. We
are therefore reduced to proving assertion (1).
The equivalence between condition (a) and condition (b) is a direct logical concatenation of
Lemmas 2.18 and 2.19.
We now establish that condition (b) implies condition (c). Let c1 Ñ K be a functor from the
1-cell. We must show that, for each object es P E|s , the 8-undercategory Fun{c1 pc1 , Eqes { has an
initial object. The restriction functor evs is a Cartesian fibration. The established implication
(a) ùñ (b), as it concerns (locally) Cartesian fibrations, gives that the canonical functor from the
fiber 8-category
pE|t qes { :“ pE|c1 qes { ˆ E|t » Fun{c1 pc1 , Eq|es ÝÑ Fun{c1 pc1 , Eqes {
E|c1
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is a left adjoint. Because left adjoints compose, we are therefore reduced to showing that the 8category pE|t qes { has an initial object. This 8-category has an initial object precisely because the
»
functor E|t Ñ pE|c1 q{t Ý
Ñ E|c1 is assumed a right adjoint.
We now establish that condition (c) implies condition (a). We must show that, for each functor
c1 Ñ K, the base change E|c1 Ñ c1 is a coCartesian fibration. So fix such a functor c1 Ñ K. Through
»
Ñ E|c1 is a
the equivalence (a) ðñ (b), this is to show that the canonical functor E|t Ñ pE|c1 q{t Ý
e{

right adjoint. Let e P E|c1 be an object. We must show that the 8-undercategory E|t has an initial
“

object. If this object e lies over t, this 8-category has pe Ý
Ñ eq as an initial object. So suppose e
lies over s, which is to say e P E|s . Because evs is a Cartesian fibration, the canonical functor
pE|t qe{ :“ pE|c1 qe{ ˆ E|t » Fun{c1 pc1 , Eq|e ÝÑ Fun{c1 pc1 , Eqe{
E|c1

is a left adjoint. The assumed condition (c) gives the existence of an initial object of the codomain
of this functor. Because the functor tsu Ñ c1 is a fully faithful right fibration, then so too is this
functor. We conclude that the initial object of the codomain is in fact an initial object of the
domain. This establishes the desired implication.

f

xxÝ
Ñyy
π
Remark 2.21. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories. For each morphism c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ K,
consider the span among 8-categories
ev

ev

s
Ý Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÝtÑ E|y .
E|x ÐÝÝ

Through Lemma 2.20, if π is locally coCartesian the functor evs has a left adjoint, thereby resulting
in a composite functor
pevs q_

ev

f! : E|x ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÝtÑ E|y ;
if π is locally Cartesian the functor evt has a right adjoint, thereby resulting in a composite functor
pevs q_

pevt q_

E|x ÐÝÝÝÝÝ Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÐÝÝÝÝÝ E|y : f ˚ .
π

Observation 2.22. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) Provided the functor π is locally coCartesian, the following conditions on a morphism
xes Ñet y

c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E are equivalent.
(a) This morphism is π-coCartesian.
(b) The left adjoint E{πet Ñ E|πet carries this morphism to an equivalence.
xes Ñet y

(2) Provided the functor π is locally Cartesian, the following conditions on a morphism c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
E are equivalent.
(a) This morphism is π-Cartesian.
(b) The right adjoint Eπes { Ñ E|πes carries this morphism to an equivalence.
The next result shows that, like exponentiable fibrations (Lemma 1.10(3)), (co)Cartesian fibrations can be detected over r2s-points at a time. The equivalences of conditions (a) and (c) are
equivalent to Proposition 2.4.2.8 of [Lu1]; we provide a proof for the reader’s convenience.
π

Proposition 2.23. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) The
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

following conditions on π are equivalent.
π is a coCartesian fibration.
π is a locally coCartesian exponentiable fibration.
For each functor r2s Ñ K, the base change E|r2s Ñ r2s is a coCartesian fibration.
For each functor r2s Ñ K, the base change E|r2s Ñ r2s is a locally coCartesian exponentiable fibration.
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(e) π is a locally coCartesian fibration and for each functor r2s Ñ K, and each lift t0 ă
`
˘
xe0 Ñe2 y
2u ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E|t0ă2u along π, the 8-category pEe0 { q|1 {pe0 Ñe2 q is nonempty.
(f) π is locally coCartesian and the following condition is satisfied.
f
g
xe0 Ý
Ñ e1 Ý
Ñ e2 y
Let r2s ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ E be a functor, selecting the indicated diagram in E, for
f

which pe0 Ý
Ñ e2 q is coCartesian with respect to the base change E|t0ă1u Ñ t0 ă 1u
g
and pe1 Ý
Ñ e2 q is coCartesian with respect to the base change E|t1ă2u Ñ t1 ă 2u.
xπe0 Ñπe2 y

Let pe0 Ñ e2 q be a morphism in E, over the morphism t0 ă 2u ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ K, that
is coCartesian with respect to the base change E|t0ă2u Ñ t0 ă 2u. The canonical
morphism in the fiber 8-category E|2 ,
e2 ÝÑ e2 ,
is an equivalence.
following conditions on π are equivalent.
π is a Cartesian fibration.
π is a locally Cartesian exponentiable fibration.
For each functor r2s Ñ K, the base change E|r2s Ñ r2s is a Cartesian fibration.
For each functor r2s Ñ K, the base change E|r2s Ñ r2s is a locally Cartesian exponentiable fibration.
(e) π is a locally Cartesian fibration and for each functor r2s Ñ K, and each lift t0 ă
˘
`
xe0 Ñe2 y
2u ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E|t0ă2u along π, the 8-category pEe0 { q|1 {pe Ñe q is nonempty.
0
2
(f) π is locally Cartesian and the following condition is satisfied.
f
g
xe0 Ý
Ñ e1 Ý
Ñ e2 y
Let r2s ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ E be a functor, selecting the indicated diagram in E, for

(2) The
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

f

which pe0 Ý
Ñ e2 q is Cartesian with respect to the base change E|t0ă1u Ñ t0 ă 1u
g
and pe1 Ý
Ñ e2 q is Cartesian with respect to the base change E|t1ă2u Ñ t1 ă 2u.
xπe0 Ñπe2 y

Let pe0 Ñ e2 q be a morphism in E, over the morphism t0 ă 2u ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ K, that
is Cartesian with respect to the base change E|t0ă2u Ñ t0 ă 2u. The canonical
morphism in the fiber 8-category E|0 ,
e0 ÝÑ e0 ,
is an equivalence.
Proof. The assertion concerning coCartesian fibrations implies the assertion concerning the Cartesian fibrations, as implemented by replacing a Cartesian fibration by its opposite. We are therefore
reduced to proving the assertion concerning coCartesian fibrations.
We establish these implications

pfq
peq
KS

paq
NV

+3 pbq qy
"*

pcq ks

+3 pdq
4<

,

in which the straight ones are quick, as we explain first.
Suppose (a), that π is a coCartesian fibration. Then, by definition, π is a locally coCartesian
fibration. Lemma 2.15 gives that π is an exponentiable fibration. So (a) implies (b). For the same
reason, (c) implies (d). Also, Lemma 2.8 gives that each base change E|r2s Ñ r2s is also a coCartesian
fibration. So (a) implies (c). Corollary 1.16 gives that exponentiable fibrations are closed under
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base change; manifest is that locally coCartesian fibrations are closed under base change. Therefore
(b) implies (d). The criterion of Lemma 1.10(6) for being an exponentiable fibration immediately
gives that (b) implies (e).
We now establish that (d) implies (c); so suppose (d) is true. The problem immediately reduces
π
to showing that a locally coCartesian exponentiable fibration E Ý
Ñ r2s is a coCartesian fibration.
Through Lemma 2.16, this is the problem of showing each solid diagram among 8-categories
8/ E

xei y

˚

xei Ñej y

π

xsy


/ r2s



c1

xiďjy

admits a filler that is initial in the pullback 8-category Eei { ˆ r2sj{ . Through Lemma 2.16, the
r2si{

assumption that E Ñ r2s is assumed locally coCartesian directly solves this problem in the cases
that pi, jq ‰ p0, 1q. So assume pi, jq “ p0, 1q. Using that E Ñ r2s is locally coCartesian, choose,
through Lemma 2.16, such a lift pe0 Ñ e1 q, which is initial in the fiber product from the base change,
pE|t0ă1u qe0 {

t0 ă 1u1{ .

ˆ
t0ă1u0{

Since initial functors compose (Lemma 5.5), initiality of this lift, as an object of Ee0 { ˆ r2s1{ , is
r2s0{

therefore implied by implied by initiality of the canonical functor
pEe0 { q|1 » pE|t0ă1u qe0 {

t0 ă 1u1{ ÝÑ Ee0 { ˆ r2s1{ » pEe0 { q|t1ă2u .

ˆ
t0ă1u0{

r2s0{

We establish initiality of this functor using Quillen’s Theorem A. Let pe0 Ñ e1 q be an object of
pEe0 { q|t1ă2u . We must show the classifying space of the 8-overcategory
` e{ ˘
(22)
pE 0 q|1 {pe Ñe1 q
0

is contractible. In the case that e P E lies over 1 P r2s, this 8-category (22) has pe0 Ñ e1 q as an
initial object. The desired contractibility follows. Now suppose e1 P E lies over 2 P r2s. In this
case, the 8-category (22) has contractible classifying space precisely because E Ñ r2s is assumed
an exponentiable fibration, using Lemma 1.10(6). This concludes the implication (d) ùñ (c).
We now establish that (c) implies (a); so suppose (c) is true, that each base change E|r2s Ñ r2s is
a coCartesian fibration. Consider a solid diagram
1

(23)

xes y

˚

8/ E

xes Ñet y
xsy



c1

xxÑyy

π


/K

among 8-categories. By assumption, there is a coCartesian lift, as indicated, with respect to the
base change E|c1 Ñ c1 . Denote this lift as α. We show that α is an initial object of the fiber product
8-category Ees { ˆ Ky{ .
Kx{

An object of this fiber product is a diagram, δ,
xes Ñe` y

ts Ñ `u

/E
π


r2s “ ts Ñ t Ñ `u
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xxÑyÑzy


/K

extending the solid diagram (23). By assumption that the base change E|r2s Ñ r2s is a coCartesian
fibration, there is a lift
/5 E|r2s

/E


/ r2s “ ts Ñ t Ñ `u


/K

xes y

˚

xes Ñe1t y

xsy



c1

xsÑty

π

xxÑyÑzy

for which the canonical functor
1

pE|r2s qet { ÝÑ pE|r2s qes { ˆ r2st{
r2ss{

is an equivalence between 8-categories. Denote the above lift as β. By choice of α, it is an initial
t{
object in the fiber product 8-category pE|c1 qes { ˆ c1 . Therefore there is a unique morphism α Ñ β
s{

c1

in pE|c1 q

es {

ˆ
s{
c1

t{
c1 .

Likewise, because β is an initial object in the fiber product pE|r2s qes { ˆ r2st{ ,
r2ss{

there is a unique morphism β Ñ α in this fiber product. We conclude an equivalence α » β because
t{
the canonical functor between fiber products pE|c1 qes { ˆ c1 Ñ pE|r2s qes { ˆ r2st{ is fully faithful.
s{

r2ss{

c1

This establishes that α is coCartesian with respect to each base change E|r2s Ñ r2s.
We now show that α is π-coCartesian. Notice that the canonical pullback square among 8categories
/ E et {
pE|r2s qet {

/ Ees { ˆ Ky{ ,


pE|r2s qes { ˆ r2st{

Kx{

r2ss{

δ

in which the vertical functors are left fibrations. Notice, also, that the object ˚ Ý
Ñ Ees { ˆ Ky{
Kx{

canonically factors through the bottom horizontal functor in this diagram. We have established that
the fiber over this lift of δ of the left vertical left fibration is a contractible 8-groupoid. Because
this square is a pullback, the fiber over δ of the right vertical left fibration is also a contractible
8-groupoid. We conclude that α is an initial object in the fiber product Ees { ˆ Ky{ , as desired.
Kx{

We now establish that (f) implies (b). Through the criterion of Lemma 1.10(6), we must show
xe0 Ñe1 y

that, for each functor r2s Ñ K and each lift t0 ă 2u ÝÝÝÝÝ2Ñ E along π, the 8-category
` e{ ˘
pE 0 q|1 {pe0 Ñe1 q
2

xe0 Ñe1 Ñe2 y

has contractible classifying space. Choose a lift r2s ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ E with the same value on 0 as in
the assumptions of condition (f). The assumed coCartesian properties of` the morphisms
pe0 Ñ e1 q
˘
and pe1 Ñ e2 q imply this lift defines an initial object of the 8-category pEe0 { q|1 {pe Ñe1 q provided
0
2
it is nonempty. We are thus reduced to showing this 8-category is nonempty. Choose a lift
xe0 Ñe2 y

t0 ă 2u ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E with the same value on 0, as in the assumptions of condition (f). The assumed
coCartesian property of this morphism pe0 Ñ e2 q determines a natural transformation β : pe0 Ñ
“
Ñ e0 as the identity. This
e2 q Ñ pe0 Ñ e12 q together with an identification of the restriction β|0 : e0 Ý
β determines a functor between 8-categories:
` e{ ˘
`
˘
pE 0 q|1 {pe Ñe q ÝÑ pEe0 { q|1 {pe Ñe1 q .
0
2
0
2

We are therefore reduced to showing this domain 8-category is nonempty. This is exactly implied
by the condition (f).
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We now establish that (e) implies (f). Consider `the assumptions
given in condition (f). The
˘
e0 {
assumed condition (e) states that the 8-category pE q|1 {pe0 Ñe2 q is nonempty. The assumed
coCartesian properties of each of the morphisms pe0 Ñ e1 q and pe1 Ñ e2 q give a unique natural
transformation α : pe0 Ñ e1 Ñ e2 q Ñ pe0 Ñ e1 Ñ e2 q between functors r2s Ñ E together with an
“
identification of the restriction α|0 : e0 Ý
Ñ e0 . In this way, we see that the object pe0 Ñ e1 Ñ e2 q
`
˘
determines an initial object of the 8-category pEe0 { q|1 {pe Ñe q . The assumed coCartesian property
2
0
of the morphism pe0 Ñ e2 q gives a unique natural transformation β : pe0 Ñ e2 q Ñ pe0 Ñ e2 q
“
between functors t0 ă 2u Ñ E together with an identification of the restriction β|0 : e0 Ý
Ñ e0 . We
conclude that α|t0ă2u is a retraction: α|t0ă2u β » idpe0 Ñe2 q . The above initiality of the object of
` e{ ˘
pE 0 q|1 {pe0 Ñe2 q determined by pe0 Ñ e1 Ñ e2 q gives that β is in fact an inverse to α: βα|t0ă2u »
idpe0 Ñe2 q . Restricting to 2 P r2s reveals that the canonical morphism e2 Ñ e2 is an equivalence, as
desired.

Remark 2.24. We follow up on Remark 2.21. The property of a functor E Ñ K being a coCartesian
fibration exactly ensures that the assignment x ÞÑ E|x can be assembled as a functor K Ñ Cat. The
criterion of Theorem 2.25 breaks this into two parts. The first condition ensures that each morphism
f
xxÝ
Ñyy
c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ K defines a functor between fibers f! : E|x Ñ E|y , associated to a lax functor from K
to Cat. Secondly, being an exponentiable fibration then guarantees associativity: for each functor
f
g
xxÝ
Ñy Ý
Ñzy
r2s ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ K, the canonical natural transformation pgf q! Ñ g! f! between functors E|x Ñ E|z
is an equivalence; equivalently, the lax functor defined by being locally coCartesian is, in fact, a
functor.
The preceding results can now be assembled to establish our characterization of (co)Cartesian
fibrations in terms of exponentiable fibrations – these are the assertions in Theorem 0.9 concerning
(co)Cartesian fibrations. We reference the Cartesian symmetric monoidal 8-category Cat, as well
as its opposite Catop , with the coCartesian symmetric monoidal structure.
Theorem 2.25.
(1) There is a symmetric monoidal monomorphism between flagged 8-categories:
Cat ãÑ Corr .
e.fib
xEÝÝÑKy
For each 8-category K, a functor K ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Corr classifying the indicated exponentiable
fibration, factors through Cat ãÑ Corr if and only if the exponentiable fibration E Ñ K is
also a locally coCartesian fibration.
(2) There is a symmetric monoidal monomorphism between flagged 8-categories:

Catop ãÑ Corr .
e.fib
xEÝÝÑKy
For each 8-category K, a functor K ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Corr classifying the indicated exponentiable
fibration, factors through Catop ãÑ Corr if and only if the exponentiable fibration E Ñ K is
also a locally Cartesian fibration.

2.3. (co)Cartesian-replacement. We describe, for each 8-category K, left adjoints to the monomorphisms cCartK ãÑ Cat{K and CartK ãÑ Cat{K . This material is a synopsis of the work [GHN].
For each functor X Ñ Y between 8-categories, we denote the pullbacks
ArpYq|X

/ ArpYq o


XˆY


/ YˆY o

pevs ,evt q
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ArpYq|X

Y ˆ X.

Lemma 2.26. Each functor X Ñ Y between 8-categories canonically factors as in the diagram
ArpYq|X o

left adjoint

right adjoint

X
'  w
Y

evt

/ ArpYq|X

evs

;

in this diagram, evt is a coCartesian fibration and evs is a Cartesian fibration, and the horizontal
functors are fully faithful adjoints as indicated.
Proof. The functor X Ñ Y determines a solid diagram among 8-categories:
X
id‚

{
ArpXq

evs


ArpYq|X

id‚

“


/Xo

evt


/Yo

evs

evt

#
ArpXq

ArpYq|X

In which the functor id‚ : X “ Funp˚, Xq Ñ Funpc1 , Xq “ ArpXq pullback along the epimorphism
c1 Ñ ˚. The asserted canonical factorizations follow.
The functor X Ñ ArpYq|X is a fully faithful left adjoint, and the functor X Ñ ArpYq|X is a fully
xsy

faithful right adjoint, because the functor ˚ ÝÝÑ c1 is a fully faithful left adjoint, and the functor
xty

˚ ÝÝÑ c1 is a fully faithful right adjoint, respectively.
We wish to show the functor evt : ArpYq|X Ñ Y is a coCartesian fibration; and that the functor
evs : ArpYq|X Ñ Y is a Cartesian fibration. These two problems are logically equivalent, as impleF

mented by taking opposites. We are therefore reduced to establishing the first. Let J Ý
Ñ Y be a
functor. The datum of a lift γ : J Ñ X along the given functor X Ñ Y is the datum of a diagram
among 8-categories:
J

Frs

s


J ˆO c1

F

t

/X

/7 Y

F

J

.

In the case J “ c1 is a 1-cell, such a lift is a evt -coCartesian morphism if and only if the functor
Frs in the above diagram factors through the epimorphism c1 Ñ ˚, in which case, F factors through
»
the epimorphism pc1 ˆ c1 q > ˚ Ý
Ñ r2s. To show that evt is a coCartesian fibration, we must then
c1 ˆtsu

find a filler in each diagram
/X

t0u

t0 ă 1u
O

/ r2s
O

* 
/< Y

t1u

/ t1 ă 2u

.
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There is a unique such filler because the lower square is a pushout. This concludes the verification
that evt is a coCartesian fibration.

π

Lemma 2.27. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) The functor π is a coCartesian fibration if and only if the functor E Ñ ArpKq|E has the
following properties:
(a) It is a right adjoint.
(b) The unit of the resulting adjunction is carried by π to an equivalence in K.
Should the latter clause be true, the left adjoint in this adjunction carries π-coCartesian
morphisms to π-coCartesian morphisms.
(2) The functor π is a Cartesian fibration if and only if the functor E Ñ ArpKq|E has the
following properties.
(a) It is a left adjoint.
(b) The counit of the resulting adjunction is carried by π to an equivalence in K.
Should the latter clause be true, the right adjoint in this adjunction carries π-Cartesian
morphisms to π-Cartesian morphisms.
Proof. The two assertions imply one another, as implemented by taking opposites. We are therefore
reduced to proving the first assertion.
From Lemma 2.16(1b), π is a coCartesian fibration if and only if, for each object γ P ArpKq|E ,
which is the datum of a diagram
tsu

xes y

8/ E

xes Ñf! es y



c1

f

π


/ K,

xxs Ý
Ñxt y

admits a filler that is initial when regarded as an object in the fiber product 8-category Ees { ˆ Kxt { .
Kxs {

Such a filler is, in particular, the datum of an object of the 8-undercategory Eγ{ :“ E

ˆ
ArpKq|E

pArpKq|E qγ{ . In this way, we see that π is a coCartesian fibration if and only if the canonical fully
faithful functor E Ñ ArpKq|E is a right adjoint and there is an identification of the value of π on the
unit 2-cell as a degenerate 2-cell.

With Lemma 2.27, Lemma 2.19(1a) has the following generalization.
π

Corollary 2.28. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) The following conditions on the functor π are equivalent.
(a) The functor π is a coCartesian fibration.
(b) For each 8-category J Ñ K over K, the canonical functor between 8-categories over J
E|J ÝÑ ArpKq|E
|J

is a fully faithful right adjoint.
(c) For each 8-category J Ñ K over K, the canonical functor between 8-categories of
sections
`
˘
Fun{K pJ, Eq ÝÑ Fun{K J, ArpKq|E
is a fully faithful right adjoint.
(2) The following conditions on the functor π are equivalent.
(a) The functor π is a Cartesian fibration.
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(b) For each 8-category J Ñ K over K, the canonical functor between 8-categories over J
E|J ÝÑ ArpKq|E
|J

is a fully faithful left adjoint.
(c) For each 8-category J Ñ K over K, the canonical functor between 8-categories of
sections
`
˘
Fun{K pJ, Eq ÝÑ Fun{K J, ArpKq|E
is a fully faithful left adjoint.
Proof. Assertion (1) implies assertion (2), as implemented by taking opposites. We are therefore
reduced to proving assertion (1).
The implication (a) ùñ (b) is directly implied by the equivalence of Lemma 2.27(1). For each
8-category J, an adjunction C  D determines an adjunction FunpJ, Cq  FunpJ, Dq between 8categories of functors. The implication (b) ùñ (c) follows. The implication (c) ùñ (a) is implied
by Lemma 2.19(1a), as the case J » ˚.

Corollary 2.29. Let E Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) For each coCartesian fibration Z Ñ K, the functor
`
˘
Fun{K ArpKq|E , Z ÝÑ Fun{K pE, Zq ,
which is restriction along the functor E Ñ ArpKq|E over K, restricts as an equivalence
`
˘ »
FuncCart
ArpKq|E , Z ÝÝÑ Fun{K pE, Zq
{K
from the full 8-subcategory consisting of those functors over K that carry coCartesian morphisms to coCartesian morphisms.
(2) For each Cartesian fibration Z Ñ K, the functor
`
˘
Fun{K ArpKq|E , Z ÝÑ Fun{K pE, Zq ,
which is restriction along the functor E Ñ ArpKq|E over K, restricts as an equivalence
`
˘ »
FunCart
{K ArpKq|E , Z ÝÝÑ Fun{K pE, Zq
from the full 8-subcategory consisting of those functors over K that carry Cartesian morphisms to Cartesian morphisms.
Proof. The two assertions imply one another, as implemented by taking opposites. We are therefore
reduced to proving assertion (1).
Note the evident functoriality, ArpKq|´ : Cat{K Ñ Cat{K . Pulling from the proof of Lemma 2.26
π
where, for each U Ý
Ñ K, the π-coCartesian morphisms of ArpKq|U Ñ K are identified, this functor
evidently factors
ArpKq|´ : Cat{K ÝÑ cCartK .
This, in particular, specializes as a functor
`
˘
ArpKq|´ : Fun{K pE, Zq ÝÑ FuncCart
ArpKq|E , ArpKq|Z .
{K
π1

Now, fix a coCartesian fibration Z ÝÑ K. From the Definition 2.1 of a coCartesian morphism, a
π 1 -coCartesian morphism is an equivalence whenever π 1 carries it to an equivalence in K. From the
description of the left adjoint in Lemma 2.27, for each functor E Ñ Z over K, there is a canonically
commutative diagram among 8-categories over K:
E

/Z
O

F

left adjoint


ArpKq|F
/ ArpKq|Z .
ArpKq|E
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It follows that the diagram among 8-categories
/ Fun{K pE, Zq
O

“

Fun{K pE, Zq
ArpKq|´


`
˘
FuncCart
ArpKq|E , ArpKq|Z
{K

restriction
left adjoint

`
˘
/ FuncCart
ArpKq|E , Z
{K

commutes, in which the bottom horizontal functor `is postcomposition
with the left adjoint of
˘
|E
Lemma 2.27. We conclude that the functor FuncCart
ArpKq
,
Z
Ñ
Fun
{K pE, Zq under scrutiny
{K
is a retraction.
On the other hand, from the universal property of π 1 -coCartesian morphisms, for each functor
G
ArpKq|E Ý
Ñ Z over K, there is a canonical 2-cell witnessing the lax commutative diagram among
8-categories over K:
G

ArpKq|E
ArpKq


<Z

ò
|G|E

%
ArpKq|Z

left adjoint

;

this 2-cell is invertible if and ony if G carries π-coCartesian morphisms to π 1 -coCartesian morphisms.
It follows that the diagram among 8-categories
`
˘
Fun{K pE, Zq o
FuncCart
ArpKq|E , Z
{K
restriction
O
ArpKq|´


˘
ArpKq|E , ArpKq|Z

“
left adjoint

/ Fun{K

˘
ArpKq|E , Z
`
˘
commutes. We conclude that the section of the functor FuncCart
ArpKq|E , Z Ñ Fun{K pE, Zq con{K
structed in the previous paragraph is an inverse. This establishes the desired result.

`
cCart

Fun{K

`
cCart

Corollary 2.29 has the following immediate consequence.
Theorem 2.30. For each 8-category K, the monomorphisms
cCartK ãÑ Cat{K

and

CartK ãÑ Cat{K

are each right adjoints; their left adjoints respectively evaluate as
`
˘
evt
p´qpcCart : Cat{K ÝÑ cCartK ,
pE Ñ Kq ÞÑ ArpKq|E ÝÝÑ
K
and
p´qpCart : Cat{K ÝÑ CartK ,

`
˘
evs
pE Ñ Kq ÞÑ ArpKq|E ÝÝÑ
K .

π

Terminology 2.31. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories. We refer to the values of the
left adjoint pE Ñ KqpcCart as the coCartesian-replacement (of π). We refer to the values of the left
adjoint pE Ñ KqpCart as the Cartesian-replacement (of π).
2.4. Left fibrations and right fibrations. We show that left fibrations are coCartesian fibrations,
and that right fibrations are Cartesian fibrations. We characterize left/right fibrations in terms of
exponentiable fibrations.
We first recall the notion of a left fibration and of a right fibration.
π

Definition 2.32. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
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(1) This functor π is a left fibration if, for each 8-category JŸ Ñ K over K, the restriction
functor between 8-categories of sections
Fun{K pJŸ , Eq ÝÑ Fun{K p˚, Eq
is an equivalence. The 8-category of left fibrations (over K) is the full 8-subcategory
LFibK Ă Cat{K
consisting of the left fibrations.
(2) This functor π is a right fibration if, for each 8-category JŹ Ñ K over K, the restriction
functor between 8-categories of sections
Fun{K pJŹ , Eq ÝÑ Fun{K p˚, Eq
is an equivalence. The 8-category of left fibrations (over K) is the full 8-subcategory
RFibK Ă Cat{K
consisting of the right fibrations.
π

Proposition 2.33. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) The
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(2) The
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

following conditions on π are equivalent.
π is a left fibration.
π is a conservative coCartesian fibration.
π is a conservative locally coCartesian fibration.
For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the restriction functor Fun{K pc1 , Eq Ñ E|s is an equivalence
between 8-categories.
Each lift c1 Ñ E of a morphism c1 Ñ K is coCartesian with respect to the base change
evs : E|c1 Ñ c1 .
Every morphism c1 Ñ E is π-coCartesian.
following conditions on π are equivalent.
π is a right fibration.
π is a conservative Cartesian fibration.
π is a conservative locally Cartesian fibration.
For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the restriction functor evt : Fun{K pc1 , Eq Ñ E|t is an
equivalence between 8-categories.
Each lift c1 Ñ E of a morphism c1 Ñ K is Cartesian with respect to the base change
E|c1 Ñ c1 .
Every morphism c1 Ñ E is π-Cartesian.

Proof. The two assertions imply one another, as implemented by taking opposites. We are therefore
reduced to proving assertion (1).
We use the logic: (c) ùñ (d) ùñ (c) and (a) ùñ (f) ùñ (e) ùñ (c) ùñ (b) ùñ (a).
We now establish the implication (c) ùñ (d). Using Lemma 2.20(c), the restriction functor
π
evs : Fun{K pc1 , Eq Ñ E|s is a right adjoint. Conservativity of the functor E Ý
Ñ K implies both
the domain and the codomain of evs are 8-groupoids. We conclude that this functor evs is an
equivalence, as desired.
We now establish the implication (d) ùñ (c). Because equivalences are right adjoints, Lemma 2.20
π
gives that the functor E Ý
Ñ K is locally coCartesian. Now let c1 Ñ ˚ Ñ K be a morphism
that factors through the localization c1 Ñ ˚. Identify the restriction functor evs as the functor
evs
Fun{K pc1 , Eq » ArpE|˚ q ÝÝÑ
E|˚ . In general, the functor evs : ArpE|˚ q Ñ E|˚ is a right adjoint, with
left adjoint given selecting the equivalences in E|˚ . The assumption that evs is an equivalence then
implies the 8-category E|˚ is an 8-groupoid. We conclude the desired conservativity of the functor
π
EÝ
Ñ K.
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xes Ñet y

We now establish the implication (a) ùñ (f). So suppose π is a left fibration. Let c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E
be a morphism. Consider a solid diagram among 8-categories
J
!

E et {

/* Ees {

 
Kπet {


/ Kπes {

in which the inner square is the canonical one. We must show there is a unique filler. Denote the
left cone J :“ JŸ . The above unique lifting property is equivalent to the existence of a unique filler
in the diagram
˚
xes y

JŸ


Ÿ

J d

w


8/ E k

π


/K
O

xes Ñet y

xπes Ñπet y

˚Ÿ
Such a unique filler is implied by showing the top horizontal functor among 8-categories of sections
/ Fun{K pJŸ , Eq

Ÿ

Fun{K pJ , Eq
'
w
Fun{K p˚, Eq

is an equivalence. The assumption that π is a left fibration gives that the two downward functors
are equivalences. We conclude that the top horizontal functor is an equivalence, as desired.
The implication (f) ùñ (e) is immediate from definitions.
We now establish the implication (e) ùñ (c). Immediate is that π is a locally coCartesian
fibration. From the Definition 2.1 of a π-coCartesian morphism, π-coCartesian morphisms that π
carries to equivalences are themselves equivalences. Condition (c) follows.
The implication (c) ùñ (b) follows directly from Proposition 2.23(f).
We now establish the implication (b) ùñ (a). Let JŸ Ñ K be a functor. We must show that the
restriction functor
(24)

Fun{K pJŸ , Eq ÝÑ Fun{K p˚, Eq

is an equivalence between 8-categories. The fully faithfulness
of the restricted Yoneda functor
`
»
Cat Ñ PShvp∆q implies that the canonical functor colim ∆{J Ñ ∆ Ñ Catq Ý
Ñ J is an equivalence
between 8-categories (by, for instance, Lemma 3.5.9 of [AF2]). Using that the functor p´qŸ : Cat Ñ
Cat preserves colimit diagrams, we identify the functor (24) as the functor
`
˘
Fun{K pp´qŸ ,Eq
lim p∆{J qop Ñ p∆{K qop Ñ pCat{K qop ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Cat ÝÑ Fun{K p˚, Eq .
Using that the 8-groupoid completion Bp∆{J q » ˚ is terminal, this map is therefore an equivalence
provided it is in the case that J P ∆ is an object of the simplex category.
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So suppose J P ∆. Write J “ IŸ for I a finite linearly ordered set; denote the minimal element
of J as ‹. The functor JŸ Ñ K determines the canonical square among 8-categories of sections
Fun{K pIŸ , Eq o
p24qI



Fun{K p‹, Eq o

Fun{K pJŸ , Eq

p24qJ


Fun{K p‹Ÿ , Eq

p24q˚

/ Fun{K p˚, Eq
5
.
»

The square is a pullback because the canonical functor from the pushout ‹Ÿ > IŸ Ý
Ñ JŸ . Con‹

sequently, we obtain that the functor (24) is an equivalence in the case of J provided (24) is an
equivalence in the case of r0s and the case of I, should I not be empty. By induction on the number
of elements in J, we are therefore reduced to the case that J “ r0s.
So suppose J “ ˚ “ r0s. Using Lemma 2.20(c), the assumed locally coCartesian condition
on π gives that the restriction (24), in this case that J “ ˚, is a right adjoint. The assumed
conservativity of the functor π gives that, in fact, both the domain and the codomain of this functor
are 8-groupoids. We conclude that this functor is an equivalence, as desired.

Lemmas 2.8 and 1.39 have this immediate result. In the statement of this result we make implicit
reference to the Cartesian symmetric monoidal structures on the 8-categories CAT and SPACES.
Corollary 2.34. Base change defines functors
LFib : Catop ÝÑ CAT

and

RFib : Catop ÝÑ CAT ,

and

RFib„ : Catop ÝÝÝÝÑ CAT ÝÝÝÝÑ SPACES .

as well as
LFib

p´q„

LFib„ : Catop ÝÝÝÝÑ CAT ÝÝÝÝÑ SPACES

RFib

p´q„

Fiber products over a common base defines lifts of these functors
LFib : Catop ÝÑ CAlgpCATq

and

RFib : Catop ÝÑ CAlgpCATq ,

LFib„ : Catop ÝÑ CAlgpSPACESq

and

RFib„ : Catop ÝÑ CAlgpSPACESq .

as well as
The functor EFibcons,„ : Catop Ñ CAlgpSPACESq is representable, in the sense of Theorem 0.4, by a
full symmetric monoidal 8-subcategory of the flagged 8-category Corr of Definition 1.27.

The following construction of [Lu1] is an 8-categorical version of the Grothendieck construction.
Construction 2.35. Let K be an 8-category. The unstraightening construction (for left fibrations)
is the functor
`
˘
F
Un : FunpK, Spacesq ÝÑ LFibK ,
pK Ý
Ñ Spacesq ÞÑ pSpaces˚{ q|K Ñ K ,
whose values are given by base change of the left fibration Spaces˚{ Ñ Spaces along F . The
unstraightening construction (for right fibrations) is the functor
`
˘
G
Un : FunpKop , Spacesq ÝÑ RFibK ,
pKop Ý
Ñ Spacesq ÞÑ pSpacesop {˚ q|K Ñ K ,
whose values are given by base change of the right fibration Spacesop {˚ Ñ Spacesop along F op .
f

xGs Ý
ÑGt y
Example 2.36. For c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces a functor, its unstraightening (as a left fibration) is the
f
xGt Ð
ÝGs y
cylinder construction: Cylpf q Ñ c1 . For c1 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spacesop a functor, its unstraightening (as a
right fibration) is the reverse cylinder construction: Cylrpf q Ñ c1 .
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The next principle result from §2 of [Lu1] states that the unstraightening construction for
left/right fibrations is an equivalence. Another proof can also be found in [HM]. (To state this
xTwArpKqÑKy

result we use the Yoneda functor K ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ RFibK ; the proof of this result is tantamount to
justifying calling this the Yoneda functor, which is essentially the content of §2 of [Lu1].)
Theorem 2.37 (Straightening-unstraightening for left/right fibrations). For each 8-category K,
the unstraightening constructions
Un

FunpK, Spacesq ÝÝÝÑ LFibK

Un

FunpKop , Spacesq ÝÝÝÑ RFibK

and

are each equivalences; their respective inverses are given as
LFibK ÝÑ FunpK, Spacesq ,

pE Ñ Kq ÞÑ Cat{K pK‚{ , Eq

and
RFibK ÝÑ FunpKop , Spacesq ,
„

pE Ñ Kq ÞÑ Cat{K pK{‚ , Eq .

op

Corollary 2.38. The functor LFib : Cat Ñ CAlgpSPACESq is represented by the Cartesian symmetric monoidal 8-category Spaces; specifically, for each 8-category K, the unstraightening construction implements a canonical equivalence between 8-groupoids
Un : CatpK, Spacesq » LFib„
K .
The functor RFib„ : Catop Ñ CAlgpSPACESq is represented by the coCartesian symmetric monoidal
8-category Spacesop ; specifically, for each 8-category K, the unstraightening construction implements a canonical equivalence between 8-groupoids
Un : CatpKop , Spacesq » RFib„
K .
The above results assemble to prove the assertions in Theorem 0.9 concerning left/right fibrations,
Theorem 2.39.
(1) There is a fully faithful functor between symmetric monoidal flagged 8-categories:
Spaces ãÑ Corr .
e.fib
xEÝÝÑKy
For each 8-category K, a functor K ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Corr classifying the indicated exponentiable
fibration, factors through Spaces ãÑ Corr if and only if the exponentiable fibration E Ñ K is
also a conservative locally coCartesian fibration.
(2) There is a fully faithful functor between symmetric monoidal flagged 8-categories:

Spacesop ãÑ Corr .
e.fib
xEÝÝÑKy
For each 8-category K, a functor K ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Corr classifying the indicated exponentiable
fibration, factors through Spacesop ãÑ Corr if and only if the exponentiable fibration E Ñ K
is also a conservative locally Cartesian fibration.
Furthermore, there is a canonical diagram among symmetric monoidal flagged 8-categories,

Spaces„

/ Spaces


Spacesop


/ CorrrSpacess
&

Catop

&

Cat

% 
/ Corr,

in which each morphism is a monomorphism, and each square is a pullback.
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2.5. Sub-left/right fibrations of coCartesian/Cartesian fibrations. We explain that there is
a maximal sub-left/right fibration of a coCartesian/Cartesian fibration, which we identify explicitly.
π

Corollary 2.40. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) Suppose π is a coCartesian fibration. Consider the subfunctor
op
CatcCart
ÝÑ Spaces ,
{K p´, Eq : pCat{K q

pJ Ñ Kq ÞÑ CatcCart
{K pJ, Eq Ă Cat{K pJ, Eq ,

whose value on pJ Ñ Kq consists of those functor J Ñ E over K that carry each morphism
in J to a π-coCartesian morphism. This functor is represented by a left fibration over K.
(2) Suppose π is a Cartesian fibration. The subfunctor
op
CatCart
ÝÑ Spaces ,
{K p´, Eq : pCat{K q

pJ Ñ Kq ÞÑ CatCart
{K pJ, Eq Ă Cat{K pJ, Eq ,

whose value on pJ Ñ Kq consists of those functor J Ñ E over K that carry each morphism
in J to a π-Cartesian morphism. This functor is represented by a right fibration over K.
Proof. The two assertions imply one another, as implemented by taking opposites. We are therefore
reduced to proving the first.
Using that the functor CatcCart
{K p´, Eq is a subfunctor of a representable functor, representability of
it is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.23(f). By construction, an 8-category over K representing
this functor has the property that each of its morphisms is a π-coCartesian morphism. We conclude
from Proposition 2.33 that such a representing 8-category over K is a left fibration over K.

π

Notation 2.41. For E Ý
Ñ K a coCartesian fibration, its maximal left fibration
EcCart ÝÑ K
π

ÑK a
is a left fibration over K representing the functor CatcCart
{K p´, Eq of Corollary 2.40. For E Ý
Cartesian fibration, its maximal right fibration
ECart ÝÑ K
is a right fibration over K representing the functor CatCart
{K p´, Eq of Corollary 2.40.
Corollary 2.40 has the following immediate consequence. In the statement of this result we
reference the Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure of Spaces and of Cat, and the coCartesian
symmetric monoidal structure of Spacesop and of Catop .
Corollary 2.42.
(1) The fully faithful symmetric monoidal functor Spaces ãÑ Cat is a symmetric monoidal left
π
xEÝ
Ñ
Ky
adjoint; for each functor K ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Cat classifying the indicated coCartesian fibration,
xEcCart ÑKy

postcomposition with the right adjoint is the functor K ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces classifying the
maximal left fibration of π.
(2) The fully faithful symmetric monoidal functor Spacesop ãÑ Catop is a symmetric monoidal
π
xEÝ
Ñ
Ky
left adjoint; for each functor K ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Cat classifying the indicated coCartesian fibration,
xEcCart ÑKy

postcomposition with the right adjoint is the functor K ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces classifying the
maximal left fibration of π.

3. Left final/right initial fibrations
We introduce left final exponentiable fibrations, and right initial correspondences, and show that
they are classified by flagged 8-subcategories LCorr Ă Corr Ą RCorr. We show that they carry
universal left/right fibrations.
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3.1. Left final and right initial correspondences. We introduce flagged 8-subcategories
LCorr Ă Corr Ą RCorr
of left final correspondences and right initial correspondences, and identify what they classify.
Here is the basic notion.
Lemma 3.1. Let E Ñ K be a functor.
(1) Left final: The following conditions on E Ñ K are equivalent.
(a) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the fully faithful functor E|t ãÑ E|c1 is a final.
evs
E|s is final.
(b) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the Cartesian fibration Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÑ
xyy

(c) For each point c0 ÝÝÝÑ K, the fully faithful functor E|y ÝÑ E{y :“ E ˆ K{y is final.
K

(2) Right initial: The following conditions on E Ñ K are equivalent.
(a) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the fully faithful functor E|s ãÑ E|c1 is initial.
evt
E|t is initial.
(b) For each morphism c1 Ñ K, the coCartesian fibration Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÑ
xxy

(c) For each point c0 ÝÝÝÑ K, the fully faithful functor E|x ÝÑ Ex{ :“ E ˆ Kx{ is initial.
K

Proof. Assertion (1) is equivalent to assertion (2), as implemented by replacing E Ñ c1 by Eop Ñ
cop
1 » c1 . We are therefore reduced to proving assertion (1).
We employ Quillen’s Theorem A for each finality clause.
(a) Let c1 Ñ K be a morphism. The functor E|t Ñ E|c1 is final if and only if, for each es P E|s ,
the classifying space of the 8-undercategory BpE|c1 qes { » ˚ is terminal.
xyy

(b) Let c1 ÝÝÑ K select an object.
evs
Because the functor Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÑ
E|s is a Cartesian fibration, Lemma 2.18 gives that
es {
the functor pE|c1 q » Fun{K pc1 , Eq|es Ñ Fun{K pc1 , Eqes { is a left adjoint. In particular, the
map between classifying spaces BpE|c1 qes { Ñ B Fun{K pc1 , Eqes { is an equivalence between
spaces.
evs
Now, the functor Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÝÑ
E|s is final if and only if, for each es P E|s , the
classifying space of the 8-undercategory B Fun{K pc1 , Eqes { » BpE|c1 qes { » ˚ is terminal.
xyy

(c) Let c0 ÝÝÑ K be a morphism. An object of the 8-overcategory E{y is the datum of a
commutative diagram, γ, among 8-categories:
˚

es

xsy


8/ K


c1O
xty

/E

xyy

.

˚

Given such a diagram, γ, there is a canonical identification between 8-undercategories:
pE{y qγ{ » pE|c1 qes { .
Now, the functor E|y Ñ E{y is final if and only if, for each diagram γ, the classifying
space of the 8-undercategory BpE{y qγ{ » BpE|c1 qes { » ˚ is terminal.

The next result offers a broad class of left final exponentiable fibrations and of right initial
exponentiable fibrations.
Proposition 3.2. Let E Ñ K be an exponentiable fibration. If E Ñ K is a coCartesian fibration,
then it is left final. If E Ñ K is a Cartesian fibration, then it is right initial.
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Proof. Both of these statements follow from Lemma 2.18, using Corollary 5.12.

Example 3.3. Let A Ñ B be a localization between 8-categories. Then the cylinder cylpA Ñ
Bq Ñ c1 is both a left final correspondence and a right initial correspondence.
Definition 3.4. A left final/right initial fibration is an exponentiable fibration E Ñ K that satisfies
any of the equivalent conditions of Lemma 3.1(1)/(2). A left final/right initial correspondence is a
left final/right initial fibration over the 1-cell.
Remark 3.5. There is a potential for confusion of terminology: note that a left final or right
initial fibration is not necessarily a final or initial functor. For instance, every functor E Ñ ˚ to the
terminal category is both a left final and right initial fibration, but E Ñ ˚ is final or initial if and
only if the classifying space BE is contractible.
The following is a salient property of left final, and right initial, fibrations.
Proposition 3.6. Let
E

F

/Z

π


K

be a diagram among 8-categories.
(1) Suppose the functor π is a left final fibration. The left Kan extension π! F : K Ñ Z exists if
F
and only if, for each x P K, the colimit indexed by the fiber colimpE|x Ñ E Ý
Ñ Zq exists in Z.
Furthermore, should this left Kan extension exist, its values are given as colimits indexed
by these fibers:
F
K Q x ÞÑ colimpE|x Ñ E Ý
Ñ Zq P Z .
(2) Suppose the functor π is a right initial fibration. The right Kan extension π˚ F : K Ñ Z
F
exists if and only if, for each x P K, the limit over the fiber limpE|x Ñ E Ý
Ñ Zq exists in Z.
Furthermore, should this right Kan extension exist, its values are given as limits over the
fibers:
F
K Q x ÞÑ limpE|x Ñ E Ý
Ñ Zq P Z .
Proof. Assertion (1) and assertion (2) are equivalent, as implemented by replacing the given diagram
by its opposite. We are therefore reduced to proving assertion (1).
Formally, the left Kan extension π! F exists if and only if, for each x P K, the colimit indexed by
F
the 8-overcategory colimpE{x Ñ E Ý
Ñ Zq exists in Z; furthermore, should this left Kan extension
exist, its values are given these colimits:
F

K Q x ÞÑ colimpE{x Ñ E Ý
Ñ Zq P Z .
The result follows directly from the Definition 3.4, using Lemma 3.1(1c).

After Example 3.2, Proposition 3.6 restricts to the following familiar result.
Corollary 3.7. Proposition 3.6(1)/(2) remains valid when “left final fibration”/“right initial fibration” is replaced by “coCartesian fibration”/“Cartesian fibration”.

Definition 3.8. The symmetric monoidal 8-category of left final correspondences, respectively
right initial correspondences is the symmetric monoidal flagged 8-subcategory
LCorr Ă Corr Ą RCorr
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with the same underlying 8-groupoid and those morphisms, which are correspondences, that are
left final correspondences and that are right initial correspondences, respectively.
Lemma 3.9. The symmetric monoidal flagged 8-categories LCorr and RCorr exist.
Proof. The arguments for LCorr and RCorr are dual, so we only present the first.
We must verify that a composition of two morphisms in Corr that each belong to LCorr is again
a morphism of LCorr. So let E Ñ r2s be an exponentiable fibration. Suppose both of the functors
ev0 : Fun{r2s pt0 ă 1u, Eq Ñ E|0 and ev1 : Fun{r2s pt1 ă 2u, Eq Ñ E|1 are final. We must show that the
functor ev0 : Fun{r2s pt0 ă 2u, Eq Ñ E|0 is final. Our argument follows the canonical diagram among
8-categories of partial sections and restriction functors among them:
Fun{r2s pt0 ă 2u, Eq o

Fun{r2s pr2s, Eq
v
Fun{r2s pt0 ă 1u, Eq

 u

final

(
Fun{r2s pt1 ă 2u, Eq

coCart

(

E|0

E|1

v

final

'

E|2 .

In light of the left triangle in this diagram, the 2 out of 3 property for final functors (Lemma 5.5)
reduces finality of the functor Fun{r2s pt0 ă 2u, Eq Ñ E|0 to finality of the functor Fun{r2s pr2s, Eq Ñ
Fun{r2s pt0 ă 2u, Eq and finality of the composite functor Fun{r2s pr2s, Eq Ñ Fun{r2s pt0 ă 1u, Eq Ñ E|0 .
Lemma 1.15 states that the first of these functors is a localization; Proposition 5.13 thus gives that
this functor is final, as desired. We now address finality of the composite functor. By assumption,
the right factor in this composite is a final functor. Because final functors compose (Lemma 5.5),
we are reduced to showing that the functor Fun{r2s pr2s, Eq Ñ Fun{r2s pt0 ă 1u, Eq is final. This is so
because final functors are preserved by base change along a coCartesian fibration (Corollary 5.15).
This concludes the proof that LCorr exists as a full 8-subcategory of Corr.
We now show that the symmetric monoidal structure on Corr restricts to one on LCorr. Note that
the monomorphism LCorr Ñ Corr is an equivalence on underlying 8-groupoids. Thus, we need only
verify a factorization of the pairwise symmetric monoidal structure
/ LCorr
LCorr ˆ LCorr

Corr ˆ Corr

b


/ Corr .

Recall from §1.4 that the symmetric monoidal structure on Corr is given by products. This factorization follows, ultimately, because the product of final functors is final (Lemma 5.6).

3.2. Universal left/right fibrations over LCorr/RCorr. We define the relative classifying space
of a functor, and show that this construction has some useful properties among left final/right
initial fibrations. We explain how this construction detemines universal left/right fibrations over
LCorr/RCorr.
Observation/Definition 3.10. Let K be an 8-category. Consider the full 8-subcategory
CAT{cons K ãÑ CAT{K
consisting of those functors E Ñ K that are conservative. This fully faithful functor is a right
π
adjoint. The value of its left adjoint on an 8-category E Ý
Ñ K is its relative classifying space, by
which we mean the localization
´1
Brel E :“ Brel
s ÝÑ K
K E :“ ErE|K„

on the fibers of π.
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π

Lemma 3.11. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories. If π is either a left final fibration,
or a right initial fibration, then for each functor rps Ñ K from an object of ∆, the canonical map
between spaces
´
`
˘¯ »
`
˘
B Fun{K rps, E ÝÝÑ Fun{K rps, Brel E
is an equivalence.
Proof. Suppose π is a left final fibration; the case that π is a right initial fibration follows from this
case, as implemented by taking opposites.
We show that the simplicial space over K,
Fun{K p´,Eq

B

p∆{K qop ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Cat ÝÝÑ Spaces

(25)

presents a 8-category B1 E Ñ K over K, equipped with a functor from E over K. The result follows
upon checking that B1 E Ñ K is conservative, and upon checking that the functor E Ñ B1 E over K
demonstrates B1 E Ñ K as initial among conservative functors to K under E.
We must show that the functor (25) satisfies the Segal condition over K, as well as the univalence
condition over K. Let rps P ∆ be an object with p ą 0 a positive integer. Let rps Ñ K be a functor.
Consider the canonical diagram among 8-categories of sections
`
˘
`
˘
/ Fun{K tp ´ 1 ă pu, E
Fun{K rps, E

`
˘
Fun{K t0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă p ´ 1u, E

` 
˘
/ Fun{K tp ´ 1u, E .

This square is a pullback because the canonical functor from the pushout t0 ă 1u > t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă
t1u
»

pu Ý
Ñ rps is an equivalence over K. Precisely because π is a left final fibration, the right vertical
functor is final. Likewise, by induction on p, the left vertical functor is final as well. Invoking
Lemma 5.9, applying classifying spaces determines the square of spaces
`
˘
`
˘
/ B Fun{K tp ´ 1 ă pu, E
(26)
B Fun{K rps, E
»

»


`
˘
B Fun{K t0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă p ´ 1u, E

`
˘
/ B Fun{K tp ´ 1u, E

in which the vertical maps are equivalences. Therefore, this square of spaces is a pullback. We
conclude that the functor (25) satisfies the Segal condition over K.
The functor (25) satisfies the univalence condition over K because each fiber of π is an 8category (and therefore presents a simplicial space satisfying the Segal and univalence conditions).
We conclude that the functor (25) presents an 8-category B1 E Ñ K over K.
xxy

Now, by construction, the fiber of B1 E Ñ K over an object ˚ ÝÝÑ K,
pB1 Eq|x :“ pBE|x q ,
is the classifying space of the fiber 8-category. In particular, this fiber 8-category is an 8-groupoid.
We conclude that the functor B1 E Ñ K is conservative.
The canonical morphism Cat{K pr‚s, Eq Ñ B Fun{K pr‚s, Eq between functors p∆{K qop Ñ Spaces
presents a functor E Ñ B1 E over K. Let Z Ñ K be a conservative functor from an 8-category. The
main result of [Re1] gives that the canonical map from the 8-category functors over K
´
`
˘
`
˘¯
»
Fun{K pE, Zq ÝÝÑ Map Fun{K r‚s, E , Fun{K r‚s, Z
op
to the 8-category of natural transformations between functors
` p∆{K
˘ q Ñ Cat, is an equivalence.
Because Z Ñ K is assumed conservative, the functor Fun{K r‚s, Z takes values in 8-groupoids.
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From the definition of B as the 8-groupoid completion, the canonical restriction functor
´
`
˘
`
˘¯
»
Fun{K pE, Zq ÝÝÑ Map Fun{K r‚s, E , Fun{K r‚s, Z
´
`
˘
`
˘¯
ÐÝ Map B Fun{K r‚s, E , Fun{K r‚s, Z
»

ÐÝÝ Fun{K pB1 E, Zq
is then an equivalence between 8-categories. We conclude that B1 E Ñ K is initial among conservative functors to K under E, which is to give the desired canonical identificaiton
B1 E » Brel E
between 8-categories over K.

Remark 3.12. We expect that the conclusion of Lemma 3.11 is valid for a weaker condition on
π than that of being a left final fibration or a right initial fibration. Specifically, the only place
where this condition on π was used was for showing the square of spaces (26) is a pullback; the left
final/right initial condition is stronger than necessary for this to be the case. See Question 0.18.
Relative classifying space respects base change in the following sense.
Corollary 3.13. For each pullback square
E1

/E


K1


/K

among 8-categories in which E Ñ K is either a left final fibration or a right initial fibration, the
resulting square among 8-categories
1
Brel
K1 E

/ Brel E
K


K1


/K

is a pullback.
Proof. Let rps Ñ K1 be a functor from an object of ∆. Because the given square is a pullback, the
canonical functor between 8-categories of sections,
`
˘
`
˘
Fun{K1 rps, E1 ÝÑ Fun{K rps, E ,
`
˘
1
1 rps, E
is an equivalence.
In
particular,
the
resulting
map
between
classifying
spaces
B
Fun
Ñ
{K
`
˘
B Fun{K rps, E is an equivalence. Through Lemma 3.11, we conclude that the canonical functor
between 8-categories of sections of relative classifying spaces,
`
˘
`
˘
1
rel
Fun{K1 rps, Brel
K1 E ÝÑ Fun{K rps, BK E ,
is an equivalence. It follows that the desired square among 8-categories is indeed a pullback.

rel

The next result shows that B

computed fiberwise in the present context.

π

Corollary 3.14. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories that is either left final or right
xxy

initial. For each point ˚ ÝÝÑ K, the canonical square
/ Brel E

BE|x

˚

xxy
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/K

is a pullback.

π

Corollary 3.15. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) If the functor π is a left final fibration, the initial functor to a left fibration over K,
/ Ep

E

l.fib



}

K

witnesses the relative classifying space:
»

Brel E ÝÝÑ Epl.fib .
over K

In particular, this relative classifying space Brel E Ñ K is a left fibration.
(2) If the functor π is a right initial fibration, the initial functor to a right fibration over K,
/ Ep
r.fib

E


K

}

witnesses the relative classifying space:
»

Brel E ÝÝÑ Epr.fib .
over K

In particular, this relative classifying space Brel E Ñ K is a right fibration.
Proof. Assertion (1) implies assertion (2), as implemented by replacing E Ñ K by its opposite. We
are therefore reduced to proving assertion (1).
Let Z Ñ K be a left fibration. Because this functor is, in particular, conservative, the Definition 3.10 of Brel as a localization gives that the canonical map between spaces of morphisms over
K,
Cat{K pBrel E, Zq ÝÑ Cat{K pE, Zq ,
is an equivalence. We are therefore reduced to showing that the functor Brel E Ñ K is a left fibration.
Invoking Lemma 2.33, we must show that, for each solid diagram among 8-categories
˚

/ Brel E
7


c1


/ K,

xsy

the 8-category of fillers is a contractible 8-groupoid. Equivalently, using that the functor Brel E Ñ K
is conservative, we must show that restriction functor between 8-categories of sections
(27)

Fun{K pc1 , Brel Eq ÝÑ Fun{K p˚, Brel Eq

is an equivalence. Consider the functor between 8-categories of sections,
Fun{K pc1 , Eq ÝÑ Fun{K p˚, Eq .
Precisely because E Ñ K is a left final fibration, this functor is final. Consequently, Lemma 5.9 gives
that this functor induces an equivalence on classifying spaces. Through Lemma 3.11, this implies
the functor (27) is an equivalence, as desired.
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Corollary 3.16. For
E2

/ E1


E


/K

a pullback diagram among 8-categories in which each functor is either a left final or right initial
fibration, the square among 8-categories
2
Brel
KE

/ Brel E1
K


Brel
KE


/K

is a pullback.
Proof. Let rps Ñ K1 be a functor from an object of ∆. Because the given square is a pullback, the
canonical functor involving 8-categories of sections,
`
˘
`
˘
`
˘
Fun{K rps, E2 ÝÑ Fun{K rps, E ˆ Fun{K rps, E1 ,
is an equivalence. Because the classifying space functor B : Cat Ñ Spaces preserves product, the
resulting map involving classifying spaces
`
˘
`
˘
`
˘
B Fun{K rps, E2 ÝÑ B Fun{K rps, E ˆ B Fun{K rps, E1
is an equivalence. Through Lemma 3.11, we conclude that the canonical functor involving 8categories of sections of relative classifying spaces,
`
˘
`
˘
`
˘
rel 1
2
,
ÝÑ Fun{K rps, Brel
Fun{K1 rps, Brel
K E ˆ Fun{K rps, BK E
KE
is an equivalence. It follows that the desired square among 8-categories is indeed a pullback.

The next result gives universal left/right fibrations over LCorr/RCorr.
Theorem 3.17. Taking classifying spaces defines morphisms between symmetric monoidal flagged
8-categories
B : LCorr ÝÑ Spaces

and

B : RCorr ÝÑ Spacesop .

Proof. Taking opposites, the assertion concerning LCorr implies that concerning RCorr. We are
therefore reduced to showing the assertion concerning LCorr.
Corollary 3.15 gives, for each 8-category K, a filler in the diagram among 8-categories.
LFibK o

Cat{cons K o

EFibl.final
K
Brel


Cat{K

in which the right vertical arrow is the fully faithful embedding from the left final fibrations over K.
Lemma 3.13 gives that the top horizontal functor in this diagram determines a lift of the functor
`
˘
LFib ãÑ EFibl.final : Catop ÝÑ ArpCATq “ Funpc1 , CATq
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through the 8-subcategory Funp8,2q pAdj, CATq ãÑ ArpCATq consisting of those arrows C Ñ D that
are right adjoints, and those morphisms pC Ñ Dq Ñ pC1 Ñ D1 q for which resulting the lax commutative diagram among 8-categories
Co

CS 1

left adjoint

D

ò


D1

left adjoint

in fact commutes. Restricting to left adjoints defines a functor Funp8,2q pAdj, CATq ãÑ ArpCATop qop “
Funpcop
1 , CATq » ArpCATq over CAT ˆ CAT. This in turn defines a functor
˘
`
Brel
LFib ÐÝÝ EFibl.final : Catop ÝÑ Funpcop
1 , CATq » ArpCATq .
Through Corollary 3.16, each value of this functor on an 8-category K preserves products, which
are fiber products over K. There results a lift of the above functor
`
˘
`
˘
Brel
LFib ÐÝÝ EFibl.final : Catop ÝÑ Funpcop
1 , CATq » Ar CAlg CATq .
This establishes the result.

Remark 3.18. The utility of Theorem 3.17 is that to construct a functor K Ñ Spaces it is enough
to construct an exponentiable fibration E Ñ K then check that this exponentiable fibration is left
final. In light of Lemma 3.1, this latter check can take place over morphisms in K at a time.
The advantage here is that the exponentiable fibration E Ñ K can be weaker than a coCartesian
fibration.
Remark 3.19. Premised on a 2-categorical enhancement of Corr (see Question 0.14), we expect that
Observation 3.10 gives a sense in which each pair of symmetric monoidal functors LCorr  Spaces
and RCorr  Spaces between flagged 8-categories lifts as an adjunction.
3.3. Left/right fibration-replacement. We describe, for each 8-category K, left adjoints to the
monomorphisms LFibK ãÑ Cat{K and left adjoints to the monomorphisms RFibK ãÑ Cat{K .
Proposition 3.20. Let K be an 8-category. The monomorphisms between Cartesian symmetric
monoidal 8-categories
LFibK ãÑ Cat{K

and

RFibK ãÑ Cat{K

are each symmetric monoidal right adjoints; their symmetric monoidal left adjoints respectively
evaluate as the left/right fibration-replacement of the coCartesian/Cartesian-replacement:
´ `
¯
˘
|E evt
ÝÝÑ K
p´qpl.fib : Cat{K ÝÑ LFibK ,
pE Ñ Kq ÞÑ Brel
K ArpKq
and
p´qpr.fib : Cat{K ÝÑ RFibK ,

´ `
¯
˘ evs
pE Ñ Kq ÞÑ Brel
ArpKq
Ý
Ý
Ñ
K
.
|E
K

Proof. The assertions concerning left fibrations and coCartesian-replacement imply those concerning
right fibrations and Cartesian-replacement, as implemented by taking opposites. We are therefore
reduced to proving the assertions concerning left fibrations and coCartesian-replacement.
The named symmetric monoidal monomorphism canonically factors LFibK ãÑ cCartK ãÑ Cat{K .
Theorem 2.30 gives that the right factor in this composition is a symmetric monoidal right adjoint,
and that its left adjoint evaluates as coCartesian-replacement. Using that coCartesian fibrations
are left final fibrations (Proposition 3.2), Corollary 3.15 identifies a left adjoint to the right factor
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in the above composition, which evaluates as left fibration-replacement. Lemma 3.16 gives that this
left adjoint preserves finite products, and is therefore a symmetric monoidal left adjoint.

π

Terminology 3.21. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories. We refer to the values of the
left adjoint pE Ñ Kqpl.fib as the left fibration-replacement (of π). We refer to the values of the left
adjoint pE Ñ Kqpr.fib as the right fibration-replacement (of π).
Proposition 3.20 has the following immediate consequence. In the statement of this result we
reference the Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure of Spaces and of Cat, and the coCartesian
symmetric monoidal structure of Spacesop and of Catop .
Corollary 3.22.
(1) The fully faithful symmetric monoidal functor Spaces ãÑ Cat is a symmetric monoidal right
π
xEÝ
Ñ
Ky
adjoint; for each functor K ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Cat classifying the `indicated
˘ coCartesian fibration,
|E
xBrel
ÑKy
K ArpKq

postcomposition with the left adjoint is the functor K ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces classifying
the left fibration-replacement of the coCartesian-replacement of π.
(2) The fully faithful symmetric monoidal functor Spacesop ãÑ Catop is a symmetric monoidal
π
xEÝ
Ñ
Ky
right adjoint; for each functor Kop ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Cat classifying the
Cartesian fibration,
` indicated
˘
xBrel
K ArpKq|E ÑKy

postcomposition with the left adjoint is the functor Kop ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces classifying
the right fibration-replacement of the Cartesian-replacement of π.


4. Corr as bimodules and as bifibrations
4.1. Correspondences as bimodules and bifibrations. We now show how a correspondence
can also be presented as a bifibration or as a bimodule. By a bifibration, we mean a pair pA, Bq of
8-categories together with a functor X Ñ A ˆ B that satisfies the following properties.
‚
‚
‚
‚

pr

The composite functor X Ñ A ˆ B Ý
Ñ B is a coCartesian fibration.
pr
For each a P A, the composite functor X|tauˆB Ñ X Ñ A ˆ B Ý
Ñ B is a left fibration.
pr
The composite functor X Ñ A ˆ B Ý
Ñ A is a Cartesian fibration.
pr
For each b P B, the composite functor X|Aˆtbu Ñ X Ñ A ˆ B Ý
Ñ A is a right fibration.

By a bimodule, we mean a pair pA, Bq of 8-categories together with a functor Aop ˆ B Ñ Spaces.
The following characterization overlaps with Proposition B.3.17 of [Lu2].
Lemma 4.1. Let Es and Et be 8-categories. There are canonical equivalences among the following
spaces:
(1) the space of correspondences CorrpEs , Et q, i.e., the maximal 8-subgroupoid of
tEs u ˆ Cat{c1 ˆ tEt u
Cat

Cat

(2) the maximal 8-subgroupoid of Cat{Es ˆEt consisting of those
` op X Ñ Es ˆEt˘ that are bifibrations
(3) the maximal 8-subgroupoid of pEs , Et q-bimodules, Fun Es ˆ Et , Spaces .
Proof. We first establish the equivalence between (1) and (2). Consider the functor
Fun{c1 pc1 , ´q : Cat{c1 ÝÑ Cat .
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Evaluation at the source and target determine a lift of the restriction:
Cat

/ Cat{E ˆE
s
t

Γ

tEs u ˆ Cat{c1 ˆ tEt u
Cat


Cat{c1


/ Cat .

Fun{c1 pc1 ,´q

From the definition of Γ as an 8-category of functors, it preserves limits. From the adjoint functor
theorem, Γ has a left adjoint. This left adjoint
Cat{Es ˆEt ÝÑ tEs u ˆ Cat{c1 ˆ tEt u
Cat

Cat

evaluates as the parametrized join
pX Ñ Es ˆ Et q ÞÑ Es FEt :“ Es
X

>

Xˆtsu

X ˆ c1

>

Xˆttu

Et .

The desired equivalence is proved once we show that this adjunction is a localization, and that the
image of the right adjoint consists of the bifibrations.
We begin by showing that the values of Γ are bifibrations. Consider an object of the 8-category
tEs u ˆ Cat{c1 ˆ tEt u, which we will simply denote as E Ñ c1 whose identifications over s, t P c1 are
Cat

Cat

understood. Recognize the value ΓpEq as the pullback
ΓpEq

/ ArpEq


Es ˆ Et


/ E ˆ E.

Now ArpEq Ñ E ˆ E is a bifibration. Because right/Cartesian/coCartesian/left fibrations are closed
under pullbacks, it follows that ΓpEq Ñ Es ˆ Et is a bifibration.
We now show that the image of Γ consists of all bifibrations. Let X Ñ Es ˆ Et be a bifibration.
It is enough to show that the value of the unit of the named adjunction, which is a functor between
bifibrations
X ÝÑ ΓpEs FEt q
X

over Es ˆ Et , is an equivalence. Because both the domain and the codomain of this functor are
bifibrations, it is enough to show that this functor restricts as an equivalence between fibers. So let
|e
es P Es and et P Et be objects. Denote the fibers of X over pes , et q as X|ets . The fiber of ΓpEs FEt q
X
`
˘
over pes , et q is the space of morphisms Es FEt es , et in the parametrized join. The given map
X

between fibers factors fully faithfully

`
˘
˝
|e
X|est ãÑ pEs qes { ˆ X ˆ pEt q{et ÝÝÑ Es FEt es , et
Es

Et

X

through a double-slice 8-category, which maps to the codomain by composition. From the definition
of the parametrized join as an iterated pushout, this composition map witnesses the sought space
of morphisms in this parametrized join as the classifying space of the domain 8-category of this
functor:
´
¯
`
˘
»
(28)
B pEs qes { ˆ X ˆ pEt q{et ÝÝÑ Es FEt es , et .
Es

Et

X

Using that the projection X Ñ Es is a Cartesian fibration, the fully faithful functor
tes u ˆ X ˆ pEt q{et ãÑ pEs qes { ˆ X ˆ pEt q{et
Es

Et

Es
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Et

is a left adjoint. Using that the projection X Ñ Et is a coCartesian fibration, the fully faithful
functor
|e
X|est » tes u ˆ X ˆ tet u ãÑ tes u ˆ X ˆ pEt q{et
Es

Et

Es

Et

is a right adjoint. Because adjunctions determine equivalences on classifying spaces, the map (28)
is identified as an equivalence between spaces
»

X|ets ÝÝÑ Es FEt pes , et q .
|e

(29)

X

This completes the verification that the image of Γ consists of the bifibrations.
We now show that the counit of the named adjunction is an equivalence. Consider an object of
the 8-category tEs u ˆ Cat{c1 ˆ tEt u, which we will simply denote as E Ñ c1 whose identifications
Cat

Cat

over s, t P c1 are understood. The value of the counit of this adjunction on this object is the functor
Es F Et ÝÑ E
ΓpEq

over c1 . This functor manifestly restricts as an equivalence between fibers over s, t P c1 . It remains
to prove that this value of this counit functor induces an equivalence on spaces of sections over c1 .
This follows from (29), applied to the bifibration ΓpEq Ñ Es ˆ Et . We conclude that the counit of
the above adjunction is an equivalence.
We now establish the equivalence between (1) and (3). Twisted arrows organize as a functor in
the diagram among 8-categories
/ Arl.fib pCatq

TwAr

Cat{c1

target

|s |t


Cat ˆ Cat

/ Cat ˆ Cat

opˆid

ˆ


/ Cat

in which the top right term is the full 8-subcategory of the arrow 8-category ArpCatq :“ Funpc1 , Catq
consisting of the left fibrations. This functor restricts to fibers over pEs , Et q P Cat ˆ Cat as a functor
(30)

|Eop

TwArp´q|Est : tEs u ˆ Cat{c1 ˆ tEt u ÝÑ LFibEop
.
s ˆEt
Cat

Cat

Through the straightening-unstraightening equivalence of §2 of [Lu1], there is a fully faithful functor
`
˘
Fun Eop
ãÑ Cat{Eop
s ˆ Et , Spaces
s ˆEt
whose image consists of the left fibrations. We thereby establish an equivalence between (1) and (3)
by showing the functor (30) restricts as an equivalence between maximal 8-subgroupoids. The
l.fib
functor (30) admits a right adjoint if and only if, for each left fibration X :“ pX ÝÝÑ Eop
s ˆ Et q, the
restricted Yoneda presheaf
Homp´,Xq

TwAr

pCat{c1 qop ÝÝÝÝÑ pArl.fib pCatq| Cat ˆ Cat qop ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces
is representable; in the case that it is, the value of such a right adjoint on X is such a representing
object. Using that the 8-category Cat{c1 is presentable, and that left fibrations have the unique
lifting property with respect to initial functors (Proposition 5.18), this representability is implied
iÞÑJ

i
by the observation that, for each diagram I ÝÝÝÑ
Cat, the canonical functor between 8-categories

colimiPI TwArpJi q ÝÑ TwArpcolimiPI Ji q
is initial. This argument is complete upon showing that the unit and the counit for the adjunction
|Eop

TwArp´q|Ets : tEs u ˆ Cat{c1 ˆ tEt u  LFibEop
: Ep´q
s ˆEt
Cat

Cat

are by equivalences.
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l.fib

Let X :“ pX ÝÝÑ Eop
s ˆ Et q be a left fibration. The counit of this adjunction evaluates on this
object as the functor
|Eop

/X

counitX

TwArpEX q|Est

|
&
Eop
s ˆ Et

.

Because both of the downward functors are left fibrations, to verify that this counit is an equivalence
it is sufficient to show that this counit restricts as an equivalence between fiber spaces. So let
pes , et q P Eop
s ˆ Et . By definition of TwArp´q, the fiber of the lefthand functor over pes , et q is the
morphism space EX pes , et q. By definition of the 8-category EX , this space is recognized as the space
of fillers
xes y

tsuop
O

/ Eop
sO

source

/X

|s

TwArpc1 q|t
target


ttu

xet y


/ Et .

|s

Because TwArpc1 q|t » ˚ is terminal, we recognize this counit map as an equivalence, as desired.
Let E :“ pE Ñ c1 q denote an object of the 8-category tEs u ˆ Cat{c1 ˆ tEt u. The unit of this
Cat

Cat

adjunction evaluates on this object as the functor
E ÝÑ E

op
|E

TwArpEq|Es

.

t

over c1 and under Es and Et . By definition of the codomain of this functor, this functor restricts as
an equivalence on fibers over s, t P c1 . It remains to show that this functor determines an equivalence
on spaces of sections over c1 :
`
˘
op
Cat{c1 pc1 , Eq ÝÑ Cat{c1 c1 , E
.
|Es
TwArpEq|E

t

Again, by definition of the 8-category E

op
|E
TwArpEq|Es
t

, the codomain of this functor is the space of

fillers
xes y

tsuop
O

/ Eop
sO

source

/ TwArpEq|Es
|Et

op

|s

TwArpc1 q|t
target


ttu

xet y


/ Et .

|s

Because TwArpc1 q|t » ˚ is terminal, we recognize this map between spaces of sections as an equivalence. This completes the verification that the unit map is an equivalence, as desired.

Example 4.2. Let C be an 8-category. As we have seen in Example 1.2, the identity correspondence
evs,t
pr
is the projection C ˆ c1 Ý
Ñ c1 . As a bifibration, it is ArpCq ÝÝÝÑ C ˆ C. As a bimodule, it is
Cp´,´q

Cop ˆ C ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces, the Yoneda functor.
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Remark 4.3. We can likewise describe morphisms of LCorr or RCorr in terms of bimodules. For
C and D two 8-categories, a morphism in LCorr from C to D is a bimodule Cop ˆ D Ñ Spaces, for
`
M
which, for each object c P C, the colimit of the restriction colim tcu ˆ D Ñ Cop ˆ D ÝÑ Spacesq » ˚
is terminal.
4.2. Composition of correspondences, as bimodules and as bifibrations. Theorem 1.26
gave a composition rule for correspondences. In Lemma 4.4, we present this composition rule in
terms of each of the three equivalent notions of a correspondence named in Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.4. Let E0 , E1 , and E2 be 8-categories.
(1) For E01 Ñ t0 ă 1u a correspondence from E0 to E1 , and for E12 Ñ t1 ă 2u a correspondence
from E1 to E2 , the composite correspondence from E0 to E2 is the left vertical functor in the
pullback among 8-categories:
/ E01 > E12
E02
E1


t0 ă 2u


/ t0 ă 1u > t1 ă 2u “ r2s.
t1u

(2) For X01 Ñ E0 ˆ E1 a bifibration over pE0 , E1 q, and for X12 Ñ E1 ˆ E2 a bifibration over
pE1 , E2 q, the composite bifibration over pE0 , E2 q is the localization
X012 rW ´1 s
in which X012 is the pullback
X012

/ X12


X01


/ E1

„ is the 8-subcategory of X012 consisting of those morphisms that
and W :“ pX012 q|E„
0 ˆE2
the canonical functors E0 Ð X012 Ñ E2 carry to equivalences.
op
(3) For P01 : Eop
0 ˆ E1 Ñ Spaces a pE1 , E0 q-bimodule, and for P12 : E1 ˆ E2 Ñ Spaces a pE2 , E1 qbimodule, the composite pE2 , E0 q-bimodule is the coend over E1 ,

P02 “ P12 b P01 ,
E1

defined as the left Kan extension
op
Eop
0 ˆ TwArpE1 q ˆ E2

id ˆ evs,t ˆ id

/ Eop ˆ E1 ˆ Eop ˆ E2
0

1

P01 ˆP12

/ Spaces ˆ Spaces

pr

ˆ


Eop
ˆ
E2
0


/ Spaces .

P02
LKan

Proof. By definition, the composition rule for correspondences is given as the composite of the maps
Corrpt0 ă 1uq

ˆ

»

Corrpt1 ă 2uq ÐÝ Corrpr2sq ÝÑ Corrpt0 ă 2uq .

Corrpt1uq

The second map is restriction along t0 ă 2u ãÑ r2s. As shown in verifying the Segal condition for
the functor Corr|∆ in Corollary 1.25, the first map is an equivalence with inverse given by sending
a diagram
/ E12
E01 o
E1

t0 ă 1u o


t1u
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/ t1 ă 2u

to the exponentiable fibration E01 >E1 E12 Ñ r2s. This verifies the composition rule in (1).
We next verify the composition rule for bifibrations given in (2). By the proof of Lemma 4.1,
the bifibration X01 Ñ E0 ˆ E1 is equivalent to 8-category of sections X01 » Fun{t0ă1u pt0 ă 1u, E01 q
for E01 :“ E0 FX01 E1 ; the likewise holds for the bifibration X12 . Using the already established
composition rule in (1), the composition of bifibrations is given by the 8-category of sections
Fun{t0ă2u pt0 ă 2u, E02 q ÝÑ E0 ˆ E2 .
By Lemma 1.15, the restriction of sections
´
¯
Fun{r2s r2s, E01 > E12 ÝÑ Fun{t0ă2u pt0 ă 2u, E02 q
E1

is a localization. The source of this localization is equivalent to X012 , so the composition rule (2)
follows.
We lastly verify the composition rule for bimodules as a coend given in (3). Let P01 and P12 be
the bimodules associated to the exponentiable fibrations E01 Ñ t0 ă 1u and E12 Ñ t1 ă 2u as in
|Eop
Lemma 4.1. That is, P01 is the straightening of the left fibration TwArpE01 q|E01 and likewise for P12 .
From the universal property of left Kan extension, there is a natural functor of left fibrations over
Eop
0 ˆ E2
´
¯|Eop
`
˘
0
Un P12 b P01 ÝÑ TwAr E01 > E12
E1

E1

|E2

from the unstraightening of the coend of the bimodules to the left fibration over Eop
0 ˆ E2 associated
to exponentiable fibration given by composing E01 and E12 according to (1). To check that this
functor is an equivalence can be accomplished fiberwise over Eop
0 ˆ E2 . Since the projection pr :
op
op
Eop
ˆTwArpE
q
ˆE
Ñ
E
ˆE
is
a
coCartesian
fibration,
left
Kan
extension along pr is computed
1
2
2
0
0
fiberwise: so the space of maps in UnpP12 b P01 q from e0 P E0 to e2 P E2 is equivalent to the likewise
E1

coend E01 pe0 , ´q bE1 E12 p´, e2 q. The space of maps from e0 P E0 to e2 P E2 in E01 > E12 is computed
E1

by the identical expression by Lemma 1.24, so the result follows.



Remark 4.5. The 8-category Cat is to the 8-category Corr as the category of rings is to the
Morita category of rings. This is justified by the following descriptions.
‚ Objects: An object of Corr is an 8-category A, viewed as the exponentiable fibration
A Ñ ˚ over the 0-cell.
M
‚ Morphisms: A morphism in Corr from A to B is a bimodule Aop ˆ B ÝÑ Spaces, viewed
as the exponentiable fibration
EM ÝÑ c1
over the 1-cell whose fibers are identified E|s » A and E|t » B, which is defined so that, for
each 8-category J Ñ c1 over the 1-cell, and each solid diagram among 8-categories
J|s

/A


JO


/ EM
O

J|t

/ B,

the space of fillers is the limit
`
˘
|Jop
M
lim TwArpJq|J|t|s Ñ Aop ˆ B ÝÑ Spaces .
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M

N

‚ Composition: For Aop ˆ B ÝÑ Spaces a bimodule and for Bop ˆ C ÝÑ Spaces another,
M bN
B

their composition is the bimodule Aop ˆ C ÝÝÝÝÑ Spaces which is the coend along B, which
is the left Kan extension in the diagram among 8-categories:
Aop ˆ TwArpBqop ˆ C

A

op



pevs ,evt q

/ Aop ˆ B ˆ Bop ˆ C

M ˆN

/ Spaces ˆ Spaces

ˆ

/1 Spaces

LKan “ M bN
B

ˆC

.
5. Finality and initiality

We give a concise exposition of finality and initiality in 8-category theory.
5.1. Definitions and basic results. See also §4 of [Lu1]. We use the following definition for
finality of a functor.
Definition 5.1. Let f : C Ñ D be a functor beteen 8-categories. This functor f is final if, for any
functor D Ñ Z to an 8-category, the canonical morphism in Z,
f

colimpC Ý
Ñ D Ñ Zq ÝÑ colimpD Ñ Zq ,
exists and is an equivalence whenever either colimit exists. This functor f is initial if, for any
functor D Ñ Z to an 8-category, the canonical morphism in Z,
f

limpD Ñ Zq ÝÑ limpC Ý
Ñ D Ñ Zq ,
exists and is an equivalence whenever either limit exists.
Example 5.2. Consider a functor ˚ Ñ C from a terminal 8-category to an 8-category. This
functor is final if and only if it selects a final object of C. This functor is initial if and only if it
selects an initial objects of C.
Remark 5.3. Through Remark 4.5, we believe that the 8-category CorrrSpacess agrees with the
8-category of spans of spaces. We do not require this result for our purposes; we encourage an
interested reader to make this connection precise. (See Question 0.17.)
Observation 5.4. A functor C Ñ D between 8-categories is final if and only if its opposite
Cop Ñ Dop is initial.
Lemma 5.5. Consider a commutative diagram among 8-categories:
/E
?

h

C
f



g

D

.

The following assertions are true.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

If
If
If
If

f
f
f
f

and
and
and
and

g are final, then so too is h.
g are initial, then so too is h.
h are final, then so too is g.
h are initial, then so too is g.

Proof. The assertions (1) and (2) are equivalent to one another, and assertions (3) and (4) are
equivalent to one another, as implemented by replacing each 8-category by its opposite. We are
therefore reduced to proving assertions (1) and (3).
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Let E Ñ Z be a functor whose colimit exists. The given triangle among 8-category determines
the commutative diagram
`
˘
/ colim E Ñ Z
6

` h
˘
colim C Ý
ÑEÑZ
) `
˘
g
colim D Ý
ÑEÑZ

in Z. Assumption (1) implies the diagonal legs of this triangle are equivalences. We conclude that
the top horizontal map is an equivalence. This establishes assertion (1). Likewise, assumption (3)
implies the top horizontal morphism is an equivalence, and also that the downrightward morphism
is an equivalence. We conclude that the uprightward morphism is an equivalence. This establishes
assertion (3).

f

g

Lemma 5.6. Let A Ý
Ñ B and C Ý
Ñ D be functors.
f ˆg

(1) If both f and g are final, then their product A ˆ C ÝÝÝÑ B ˆ D is final.
f ˆg

(2) If both f and g are initial, then their product A ˆ C ÝÝÝÑ B ˆ D is initial.
Proof. After Observation 5.4, assertion (1) and assertion (2) imply one another, as implemented by
replacing each 8-category by its opposite, using the canonical equivalence pX ˆ Yqop » Xop ˆ Yop .
We are therefore reduced to proving assertion (1).
f ˆid

F

Let B ˆ D Ý
Ñ Z be a functor to an 8-category. In light of the factorization f ˆ g : A ˆ C ÝÝÝÑ
id ˆg
id ˆg
B ˆ C ÝÝÝÑ B ˆ D, Lemma 5.5 gives that it is enough to show that B ˆ C ÝÝÝÑ B ˆ D is final.
Provided any such colimit exists, there morphism in Z is canonically identified as the morphism
id ˆg

F

pr pF ˝id ˆgq

pr pF q

F

colimpBˆC ÝÝÝÑ BˆD Ý
Ñ Zq » colimpC ÝÝ!ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Zq ÝÑ colimpD ÝÝ!ÝÝÑ Zq » colimpBˆD Ý
Ñ Zq .
where each pr! is left Kan extension along projection off of B:
BˆC

id ˆg

/ BˆD
pr


C

g


/ D.

This diagram among 8-categories is a pullback, and the vertical functors are coCartesian fibrations.
This implies that the canonical morphism pr! pF ˝ id ˆgq Ñ pr! pF q ˝ g between functors C Ñ Z is an
g
equivalence. The result follows from the assumption that C Ý
Ñ D is final.

We use the next result frequently.
Lemma 5.7. Let C Ñ D be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) This functor is final if and only if, for each functor D Ñ Spaces, the canonical map between
spaces
colimpC Ñ D Ñ Spacesq ÝÑ colimpD Ñ Spacesq ,
is an equivalence.
(2) This functor is initial if and only if, for each functor D Ñ Spacesop , the canonical map
between spaces
limpC Ñ D Ñ Spacesop q ÐÝ limpD Ñ Spacesop q ,
is an equivalence.
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Proof. The two assertions imply one another, as implemented by replacing C Ñ D by its opposite,
Cop Ñ Dop . We are therefore reduced to proving assertion (1).
Finality of C Ñ D evidently implies the canonical map between colimit spaces is an equivalence.
We now establish the opposite implication. Let D Ñ Z be a functor. Consider the canonical
morphism
colimpC Ñ D Ñ Zq ÝÑ colimpD Ñ Zq
in Z. Suppose there is an equivalence between 8-categories Z “ PShvpKq with an 8-category of
presheaves on an 8-category K. In this case, the given functor D Ñ Z is adjoint to a functor
F
D ˆ Kop Ý
Ñ Spaces. As in Lemma 5.6, consider the canonical map between spaces:
id ˆg

F

colimpC ˆ Kop ÝÝÝÑ B ˆ D Ý
Ñ Zq

pr pF ˝id ˆgq

»

colimpC ÝÝ!ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Zq

ÝÑ

colimpD ÝÝ!ÝÝÑ Spacesq

»

pr pF q

F

colimpD ˆ Kop Ý
Ñ Spacesq .
»

And, as in Lemma 5.6, there is a canonical identification pr! pF ˝id ˆgq Ý
Ñ pr! pF q˝g between functors
C Ñ Spaces. The assumption on C Ñ D gives that the morphism (31) is an equivalence between
spaces.
We now establish the case that Z is localization of an 8-category of presheaves, so that there
exists an adjunction L : PShvpKq  Z : i in which the right adjoint i is fully faithful. Being such a
localization, for each functor J Ñ Z from an 8-category, the canonical morphism in Z,
`
˘
i
colimpJ Ñ Zq ÝÑ L colimpJ Ñ Z Ñ
Ý PShvpKqq
is an equivalence. From this observation, this case follows from the previous.
We now consider the general case of Z. Consider the localization PShvpZq  PShvcolim pZq that
`
˘
`
˘
Yoneda
localizes on each morphism colim J Ñ Z ÝÝÝÝÑ PShvpZq Ñ Yoneda colimpJ Ñ Zq , indexed by the
set of functors from an 8-category J Ñ Z that admit a colimit. By design, the composite functor
Yoneda
Z ÝÝÝÝÑ PShvpZq Ñ PShvcolim pZq preserves colimit diagrams. In this way, this general case follows
from the previous.

Observation 5.8. A functor f : C Ñ D is final if and only if the canonical lax commutative diagram
f˚


FunpC, Spacesq
colim

FunpD, Spacesq

'

ó

Spaces

w

colim

in fact commutes.
Lemma 5.9. Let C Ñ D be a functor. If this functor is either final or initial, then the resulting
map between classifying spaces,
BC Ñ BD ,
is an equivalence.
Proof. Observation 5.4, together with the canonical equivalence BC » BCop between classifying
spaces, give that the assertion concerning finality implies that concerning initiality. We are therefore
reduced to proving the assertion concerning finality. Consider the canonical map between classifying
spaces
`
˘
` !
˘
x˚y
x˚y
!
BC » colim C Ñ D Ñ
Ý ˚ ÝÝÑ Spaces ÝÑ colim D Ñ
Ý ˚ ÝÝÑ Spaces » BD .
Finality of C Ñ D directly gives that this map is an equivalence.
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See Joyal [Jo2], Lurie [Lu1], or Heuts–Moredijk [HM] for a treatment of Quillen’s Theorem A
([Qu]) at the generality of 8-categories. We provide a proof here, which relies on the straighteningunstraightening equivalence, established in §2 of [Lu1] as well as in [HM], recorded as Theorem 2.37
in this article.
Remark 5.10. Through the straightening-unstraightening equivalences (Theorem 2.37), for each
f

functor X Ý
Ñ Y between 8-categories, the associated adjunction f! : PShvpXq  PShvpYq : f ˚ is
identified as the adjunction
pE|X Ñ Xq Ð[ pE Ñ Yq

f ˝π

π

pE Ý
Ñ Xq ÞÑ pE ÝÝÑ Yqpr.fib ,

, RFibX  RFibY ,

the rightward assignment given by replacing the composition by the first right fibration it maps to
over the same base (see Proposition 3.20).
Theorem 5.11 (Quillen’s Theorem A). Let f : C Ñ D be a functor between 8-categories. This
functor f is final if and only if, for each object d P D, the classifying space
` ˘
B Cd{ » ˚
is terminal. This functor f is initial if and only if, for each object d P D, the classifying space
` ˘
B C{d » ˚
is terminal.
Proof. The two assertions imply each other by taking opposites. We are therefore reduced to proving
the statement concerning finality.
By definition, the functor f is final precisely if this the lax commutative diagram
f˚

}
FunpC, Spacesq

FunpD, Spacesq

ó
colim

colim
)
u
Funp˚, Spacesq “ Spaces

in fact commutes. Through Remark 5.10, we identify this lax commutative diagram as
f˚

(31)


LFibC

LFibD

ó
B

'
w
LFib˚ “ Spaces

B

.

Consider the Yoneda functor,
TwArpDqop

Dop ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ LFibD ,

`
˘
d ÞÑ Dd{ Ñ D .

This Yoneda functor strongly generates: that is, the diagram
Dop

TwArpDqop

TwArpDqop


LFibD

id
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/ LFibD
6

exhibits id as the left Kan extension. In particular, each object of LFibD is canonically a colimit
TwArpDqop

of a diagram that factors through the fully faithful functor Dop ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ LFibD . Consider the
restriction of (31) along this Yoneda functor
C‚{


LFibC

Dop

ó
B

‚{

BD
'
x
LFib˚ “ Spaces

»˚

.

Note that each arrow in (31) is a left adjoint, and therefore preserves colimits. Therefore, finality
of f is equivalent to, for each object d P D, the canonical map between spaces
` ˘
B Cd{ ÝÑ ˚
being an equivalence, which concludes this proof.

Corollary 5.12. Let C Ñ D be a functor between 8-categories. If this functor is a right adjoint,
then this functor is final. If this functor is a left adjoint, then this functor is initial.
Proof. The functor C Ñ D is a left adjoint if and only if, for each d P D, the 8-overcategory C{d has
a final object. The first statement follows directly from Quillen’s Theorem A, because the classifying
space of an 8-category with a final object is terminal. Likewise, the functor C Ñ D is a right adjoint
if and only if, for each d P D, the 8-undercategory Cd{ has an initial object. The second statement
follows directly from Quillen’s Theorem A, because the classifying space of an 8-category with an
initial object is terminal.

5.2. Auxiliary finality results. We finish this section with several useful finality properties of
functors. In what follows, each assertion concerning finality has an evident version concerning
initiality. These assertions for initiality are implied by taking opposites.
Proposition 5.13. A localization f : C Ñ D between 8-categories is both final and initial.
Proof. Let f : C Ñ D be a localization. Then the functor between opposites Cop Ñ Dop is also a
localization. So it is sufficient to show that f is final.
The commutative diagram among 8-categories
/D

f

C
!



˚



!

determines the commutative diagram among 8-categories
/ FunpD, Spacesq

f!

FunpC, Spacesq
colim

)
u
PShvp˚q “ Spaces .

colim

Because f is a localization, the right adjoint f ˚ to f! in the above diagram is fully faithful. Therefore
the unit id Ñ f ˚ f! of the pf! , f ˚ q-adjunction is an equivalence. It follows that the identity 2-cell
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idcolim factors as a composition of an invertible 2-cell and an, a priori, non-invertible 2-cell:
f˚

f!


FunpD, Spacesq


FunpC, Spacesq

ó

colim

*

t
PShvp˚q “ Spaces .

colim

FunpD, Spacesq

colim

We conclude that the 2-cell in this diagram is, in fact, an equivalence, which is the assertion of
finality of f .

Proposition 5.14. Consider a pullback diagram among 8-categories
E0

/E

f

p coCart.

p


C0


/C

f

in which p is a coCartesian fibration, as indicated. For any cocomplete 8-category Z, the a priori
lax commutative diagram among 8-categories
f


FunpE0 , Zq

˚

ó

FunpE, Zq
p!

p!


FunpC0 , Zq o

f

˚


FunpC, Zq

in fact commutes; equivalently, there is a canonical equivalence
˚

»

p! f ÝÝÑ f ˚ p!
between functors FunpE, Zq Ñ FunpC0 , Zq.
Proof. Let F : E Ñ Z be a functor, and let c P C0 be an object. We must show that the canonical
morphism in Z between values
˚

pp! f F qpcq ÝÑ pf ˚ p! F qpcq
is an equivalence. Because coCartesian fibrations are closed under base change, then p being a
coCartesian fibration implies p is a coCartesian fibration as well. We therefore recognize the values
of the left Kan extensions in the above expression as the morphism in Z involving colimits over fiber
8-categories:
`
˘
`
˘
f
F
F
colim pE0 q|c Ñ E0 Ý
ÑEÝ
Ñ Z ÝÑ colim pEq|f c Ñ E Ý
ÑZ .
Because the given square among 8-categories is a pullback, the canonical functor pE0 q|c Ñ pEq|f c
between fiber 8-categories is an equivalence between 8-categories over E. In this way, we recognize
that the above morphism in Z is an equivalence, as desired.

We have the following corollary, that finality is preserved under pullbacks along coCartesian
fibrations.
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Corollary 5.15. Consider a pullback diagram among 8-categories
/E

f

E0

p coCart.

p


C0


/C.

f

If f is final and p is a coCartesian fibration, then f is final.
Proof. The commutative diagram among 8-categories
/E

f

E0

p

p


C0


/C

f

!

˚

!



determines the a priori lax commutative diagram among 8-categories:
f


FunpE0 , Spacesq

˚

FunpE, Spacesq

ó
f˚

p!


FunpC0 , Spacesq

p!


FunpC, Spacesq

ó
'

colim

w

colim

Spaces

.

Proposition 5.14 gives that the upper 2-cell is invertible. Finality of f exactly gives that the lower
2-cell is invertible. It follows that the composite 2-cell is invertible, so that there is a canonical
commutative diagram among 8-categories
FunpE0 , Spacesq o

f

'

colim

˚

Spaces

FunpE, Spacesq
w

colim

.

This is precisely the statement that f is final.

Using Quillen’s Theorem A, we give a proof of Quillen’s Theorem B for 8-categories. See also
[Ba1] for a first treatment of Quillen’s Theorem B in the context of quasi-categories, and [HM] for
another treatment via quasi-categories, and Theorem 4.23 of [MG2] for a more model-independent
treatment.
Theorem 5.16 (Quillen’s Theorem B). Let C Ñ D be a functor between 8-categories such that for
each morphism d Ñ d1 in D, the functor between 8-overcategories
C{d ÝÑ C{d1
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»

induces an equivalence on classifying spaces: BC{d Ý
Ñ BC{d1 . In this case, for each object d P D the
canonical diagram of classifying spaces
BpC{d q

/ BC


tdu


/ BD

is a pullback diagram of spaces.
Proof. Consider the 8-category ArpDq|C of arrows from C to D, defined as the pullback
ArpDq|C

/ ArpDq


C


/ D.

evs

ev

s
The functor ArpDq ÝÝÑ
D is a left adjoint, and its right adjoint D Ñ ArpDq is given by the identity
arrows of D. This adjunction pulls back to a likewise adjunction C  ArpDq|C . Since adjoint
functors induce equivalences on classifying spaces, we obtain an equivalence

BC » BpArpDq|C q .
The right adjoint C Ñ ArpDq|C lies over the target functor evt : ArpDq|C Ñ D. Taking classifying
spaces, this gives a commutative diagram of spaces:
/ BpArpDq|C q

»

BC
!

BD

evt

y

.

From this equivalence, we reduce to showing that applying the classifying space functor B to the
pullback square of 8-categories
(32)

C{d

/ ArpDq|C


tdu


/D

evt

gives a pullback square of spaces. This square (32) factors as
(33)

C{d

/ ArpDq|C

` ˘
B C{d

` 
˘
/ Brel ArpDq|C


tdu


/D

`
˘
evt
where Brel ArpDq|C is the relative classifying space (Definition 3.10) of the functor ArpDq|C ÝÝÑ
D.
|C
Since ArpCq Ñ D is coCartesian fibration, it is left final fibration by Proposition 3.2. Consequently
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this bottom square
(34)

` ˘
B C{d

`
˘
/ Brel ArpDq|C


tdu


/D

is a pullback by application of Lemma 3.11, which asserts that relative classifying spaces are computed fiberwise for left final fibrations. Since the functor ArpDq|C Ñ Brel pArpDq|C q is a localization,
it induces an equivalence on classifying spaces. We are thereby reduced to showing that the value
of the classifying space functor B on the square (34) is a pullback.
„
We now use our single assumption, that morphisms d Ñ d1 induce equivalences BpC{d q Ý
Ñ BpC{d1 q:
this implies that the right vertical functor in (34), which is a priori only a left fibration, is a Kan
fibration. The functor BC{‚ classifying this right vertical left fibration of (34)
D

BC{‚


BD

/ Spaces
6

D!

therefore factors through the canonical epimorphism D Ñ BD to its classifying space. It follows that
the above triangle among 8-categories witnesses this unique extension as the left Kan extension
of the straightening
BC{‚ along D Ñ BD. This left Kan extension classifies the left fibration
` rel `
˘¯
|C
B B ArpDq
Ñ BD, which is the map given by taking classifying spaces on the right vertical
functor in (34). Unstraightening the left fibrations then establishes that the diagram of 8-categories
`
˘
Brel ArpDq|C

´ `
˘¯
/ B Brel ArpDq|C


D


/ BD

is a pullback. Horizontally concatenating this pullback square with the pullback square (34) gives
that the composite square
´ `
` ˘
˘¯
/ B Brel ArpDq|C
B C{d

tdu


/ BD

is a pullback, which establishes the last reduction.



The following is an application of Quillen’s Theorem B and the special property of the relative
classifying space for left final and right initial fibrations, that it is computed fiberwise.
Lemma 5.17. Let
X1

/X


Y1


/Y
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be a pullback diagram among 8-categories. If the right vertical functor X Ñ Y is both a left final
fibration and a right initial fibration, then the diagram induced by taking classifying spaces
BX1

/ BX


BY1


/ BY

is a pullback diagram among spaces.
Proof. Let E Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories. Let k Ñ k 1 be a morphism in K. Consider
the canonical solid diagram among 8-categories
>

pfinalq

/ E{k1

E{k

a

pfinalq

E|k1

E|k
}

pinitialq

E

k{

o

E

k1 {

pinitialq

.

Suppose that E Ñ K is both a left final fibration and a right initial fibration. In this case, the
indicated arrows are final/initial. Because final functors, as well as initial functors, determine
equivalences on classifying spaces (Lemma 5.9), we conclude a commutative diagram in Spaces„ :
<

BE{k

»

/ BE{k1
c

»

»

BE|k

BE|k1
»

»

"

BEk{ o

»

1

BEk {

{
.

Corollary 3.15 gives that the relative classifying space Brel E Ñ K is both a left and a right fibration.
In particular, the above hexagon implements a pair of mutual equivalences:
»

BE|x  BE|y .
Applying the above discussion to each of the functors X Ñ Y and X1 Ñ Y1 offers application of
Quillen’s Theorem B to them for identifying the respective fibers of BX Ñ BY and BX1 Ñ BY1 .
Better, the extremal terms in the above hexagon identifies the fiber of the first over y P Y as BX|y
and the fiber of the second over y 1 P Y1 as BX1|y1 . The canonical comparison map between these
fibers is an equivalence, then, because the given square among 8-categories is pullback.

5.3. Left/right fibrations via lifting criteria. We show that left/right fibrations are characterized as those functors between 8-categories that have a lifting property with respect to initial/final
functors.
π

Proposition 5.18. Let E Ý
Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) The following two conditions on π are equivalent.
(a) π is a left fibration.
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(b) For each solid diagram among 8-categories
/8 E

J0
initial

D!

π


J


/K

in which the left vertical functor is initial, the 8-category of fillers is a contractible 8groupoid; equivalently, for each initial functor J0 Ñ J, the restriction functor between
8-categories of sections
Fun{K pJ, Eq ÝÑ Fun{K pJ0 , Eq
is an equivalence.
(2) The following two conditions on π are equivalent.
(a) π is a right fibration.
(b) For each solid diagram among 8-categories
/8 E

J0
final

D!

π


J


/K

in which the left vertical functor is final, the 8-category of fillers is a contractible
8-groupoid; that is, for each final functor J0 Ñ J, the restriction functor between
8-categories of sections
Fun{K pJ, Eq ÝÑ Fun{K pJ0 , Eq
is an equivalence.
Proof. The two assertions imply one another, as implemented by taking opposites. We are therefore
reduced to proving assertion (1).
Condition (b) implies condition (a) because, for each 8-category J, the functor ˚ Ñ JŸ , which
selects the cone point, is initial.
It remains to establish the implication (a) ùñ (b). Suppose π is a left fibration. Let J0 Ñ J
be an initial functor between 8-categories. The problem is to show the restriction functor between
8-categories of sections
Fun{K pJ, Eq ÝÑ Fun{K pJ0 , Eq
is an equivalence. Because E Ñ K is assumed a left fibration, this functor is identified as the functor
Fun{K pJpl.fib , Eq ÝÑ Fun{K ppJ0 qpl.fib , Eq
involving left fibration-replacements of J0 Ñ K and J Ñ K. Thus, it is sufficient to show the functor
over K
pJ0 qpl.fib ÝÑ Jpl.fib
between left fibration-replacements over K is an equivalence. Proposition 3.20 recognizes this functor
over K as the functor
`
˘
`
˘
rel
Brel
K J0 ˆ ArpKq ÝÑ BK J ˆ ArpKq
K

K

between relative classifying spaces of the coCartesian fibration-replacements of J0 Ñ K and J Ñ K.
Because equivalences between left fibrations are detected on fibers (Lemma 2.9, using Lemma 2.33),
we are reduced to showing that, for each x P K, the map between fibers
` rel `
˘˘
` `
˘˘
BK J0 ˆ ArpKq |x ÝÑ Brel
K J ˆ ArpKq |x
K

K

is an equivalence. Lemma 3.13 identifies this map as the map between classifying spaces
BJ0 ˆ K{x ÝÑ BJ ˆ K{x .
K

K
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Through Lemma 5.9, this map being an equivalence is implied by initiality of the canonical functor
J0 ˆ K{x ÝÑ J ˆ K{x .
K

K

Using that J0 Ñ J is assumed initial, this initiality is implied by the dual of Corollary 5.15. This
concludes the proof.

Corollary 5.19. Let J Ñ K be a functor between 8-categories.
(1) The canonical functor J Ñ Jpl.fib , to the left fibration-replacement over K, is initial. Furthermore, it is a final object in the full 8-subcategory of pCat{K qJÑK{ consisting of the initial
functors J Ñ J1 over K.
(2) The canonical functor J Ñ Jpr.fib , to the right fibration-replacement over K, is final. Furthermore, it is a final object in the full 8-subcategory of pCat{K qJÑK{ consisting of the final
functors J Ñ J1 over K.
Proof. The two assertions imply one another, as implemented by taking opposites. We are therefore
reduced to proving the first assertion.
Proposition 3.20 witnesses the composite functor over K,
`
˘
|J
J ÝÑ ArpKq|J ÝÑ Brel
,
K ArpKq
as the canonical functor to the left fibration-replacement J Ñ Jpl.fib . The right factor in this composition is a localization. Therefore, Proposition 5.13 gives that this right factor is initial. Lemma 2.26
gives that the left factor in this composition is a left adjoint. Therefore, Lemma 5.12 gives that
this left factor is initial. Through Lemma 5.5, we conclude that the composite functor is initial, as
desired.
initial
initial
Now, let J ÝÝÝÝÑ J1 Ñ K and J ÝÝÝÝÑ J2 Ñ K be two objects of the named 8-subcategory of
pCat{K qJÑK{ . Notice that the canonical square among spaces involving the space of morphisms in
this 8-subcategory,
´
¯
/ Cat{K pJ1 , J2 q
pCat{K qJÑK{ pJ Ñ J1 Ñ Kq, pJ Ñ J2 Ñ Kq

˚

xJÑJ2 y


/ Cat{K pJ, J2 q

is a pullback. Taking pJ Ñ J2 Ñ Kq “ pJ Ñ Jpl.fib Ñ Kq, Proposition 5.18 gives that the right vertical
map in this square is an equivalence. Using that the square is pullback, the space of morphisms in
pCat{K qJÑK{ from pJ Ñ J1 Ñ Kq to pJ Ñ Jpl.fib Ñ Kq is contractible provided J Ñ J1 is initial. We
conclude that the object pJ Ñ Jpl.fib Ñ Kq of the named full 8-subcategory of pCat{K qJÑK{ is final,
as desired.
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